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Probation pending
For more about the ACC investigation, see page 21.
by Jim Gilstrap
sports editor

The tiger paw, in conjunction with the word Clemson and several other university symbols, will soon be trademarked. (photo by Mary Owens)

\figer symbols trademarked
i by Karen Reynolds
I staff writer
^The university has filed to
pster the tiger paw and several
her university symbols with the
Jtent and trademark office, accordto Allison Dalton, sports promotion director.
| Besides the tiger paw, the symbols
pstered include the university
|1, the Clemson alumni associaIn seal, the words Clemson in
Bation to the university, paw
fcwer, and Clemson tigers. Also inluded are the initials CU with the
ne over it, the block letter C
Bh a tiger in the middle when
Biting Clemson University, the
[range Aids and IPTAY logos, acting to Dalton.
IThe symbols are registered under
frtain classifications such as
fcthes or jewelry. The university
had to provide pictures or samples
the mark being used in each

category they want to register it in,
according to Dalton.
'There are about 34 different
classifications arid the tiger paw fits
a bunch," said Dalton.
If a company wants to manufacture an item with one of these symbols on it, they will have to contact
Golden Eagle Enterprises in Selma,
Ala., Clemson's licensing agent,
who will send them the necessary
forms and a request for a sample of
the product, according to Dalton.
The sample product is forwarded
to the university where it goes
before the product review board
whose membership consists of
representatives from the athletic
department, the alumni association,
university administration, IPTAY
and the bookstore, according to
Dalton. 'The main objective is to
make sure the mark is being used in
good taste," he said.
If the registering is approved by
the patent and trademark office,

companies will have to pay a royalty
to the university for Clemson items
IIMH ml i 1 in rii. although companies
that have been producing Clemson
memorabilia will have to pay for
items manufactured after Sept. 30,
the filing date, according to Dalton.
'This should not affect student
organizations printing t-shirts
unless they are printed for a profit,"
stated Dalton. Also, the committee
has the right to exempt people from
paying royalties, such as campus
organizations or non-profit groups,
Dalton said.
"It will take about three to four
years before we start seeing much
money," said Dalton, "but when
we do, a good guess of the amount
would be around $30,000 to $40,000
per year.
'The bulk of the money will go to
the athletic department, but a portion will go to the university general
fund to be used however President
Atchley sees fit," said Dalton.

The NCAA Infractions Committee has voted to place Clemson's
football program on two years' probation, according to a story
published in Thursday's Washington Post.
Clemson was found guilty of
recruiting violations, and the
NCAA committee voted to take
three sanctions against the defending national champions:
• Clemson cannot appear on
NCAA national or regional
television for two years.
• Clemson cannot appear in
post-season bowl games for
two years.
**• Clemson cannot grant the
regular number of 30 scholarships for two years.
At this time, it is not known if
other sanctions are involved.
Clemson can either accept the
proposed sanctions or appeal them
to the NCAA Council, The Post
..reported.
The NCAA also asked Clemson
to present evidence why the university shouldn't take disciplinary action against three assistant coaches,
sources said.
The Post did not report, however,
when the penalties would be officially announced by the NCAA, or
when the penalties would take effect.

On Tuesday, The Post reported
that the Atlantic Coast Conference,
independent of NCAA actions, had
voted to place Clemson on two
years' probation for recruiting
violations.
Specified penalties deny Clemson
conference television revenues and
post-season bowl appearances for
the next two years.
According to The Post, University
President Bill Atchley said that he
had received the ACC findings, but
not the NCAA's official report.
Clemson's football program has
been under NCAA investigation
since January, 1981, when NCAA
officials first visited the university.
The Post's source said that the
NCAA brought more than 150
charges against Clemson as a result
of the probe. The source reportedly
has read the charges and Clemson's
reply to them.
Clemson has 15 days from the
date it receives the report to appeal
the NCAA's charges. An appeal
would not be heard until January at
the next meeting of the NCAA
Council.
If Clemson receives the NCAA
findings before Nov. 20, the first
day to accept bowl bids, it can appeal and still be eligible for postseason play.
However, if Clemson appeals the
ACC charges, a hearing would
probably be held before Nov. 20. If
Clemson's appeal proved unsuccessful, it would not be eligible for a
bowl game this year.

Inside
Student Senate received money
to build a visitors center. Find
out more on page 6.
Professor Jack McLaughlin's
new play will premiere Nov. 15.
Read page 13 and 17 to find out
more.

The football-team road trips to
Maryland this weekend to battle the Terps for the ACC championship. Get details on page 23.
Campus Bulletin, page 8
Opinions, page 14

Financial aid forms delayed this year
by Betsy Russell
news editor

'Marvin carmichael

Financial aid application forms will be late
this year for a number of reasons, according
to Marvin Carmichael, director of financial
aid.
'There seems to be a lack of concern on the
part of the Department of Education as to the
timeliness of the process," Carmichael said.
The Department of Education failed to present on time the family contribution
schedules that must be approved by Congress
and the President before the forms can be
printed.
Also, a lawsuit filed against the Department of Education has delayed the printing of
the forms, Carmichael said. The suit, filed by
the National Coalition of Independent College and University students, charges that the
department illegally allowed students to be
charged fees last year when applying for
federal aid through the College Scholarship

Service.
'There is a free form available," Carmichael said, "but the CSS form is used to apply for campus-based aid and the Pell Grant.
As things stand now, the forms will not be
available to students until mid-January.
Forms are usually available by December,
Carmichael said.
The lawsuit is as yet unresolved, but the
Department of Education began printing the
forms Nov. 5, and the forms should be
available to students by Jan. 16, Carmichael
said.
"I don't think it's going to pose a real problem as long as students complete the forms as
soon as possible," he said.
The deadline to apply for university
scholarships is Feb. 15. Generally, students
who present their needs anlaysis by Feb. 1 are
considered for need-related scholarships.
This year, Carmichael said, the financial
aid office will delay processing for a couple

of weeks. Students need to complete their
forms as quickly and as accurately as possible, he said.
Another bill passed through Congress this
year applies to students who default on student loans. Federal agencies may now hire
private collection agencies to find defaulters.
Loan applicants will also be required to supply
their social security numbers so they can be
more easily traced.
Carmichael said, however, that the university's default rate dropped during the last
fiscal year from 2.7 percent to 2.0 percent.
The national default rate average is around
11 percent, he said.
Because the prime interest rate has gone
down, the interest rate for student loans has
dropped, too. The parent loan program is
tied to the rate of interest for treasury notes,
Carmichael said. The student loan interest
rate dropped from 14 percent to 12 percent as
of Oct. 31.
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City residents petition Perimeter Road extension
and elderly citizens of the surrounding area who are alone and of the group. Because of the success of the buffet, the orgam
unable to cook meals for themselves. Whitlock said, "Students tion may plan one for next semester.
will feel more rewarded if they are also helping the needy in
their own area."
OXFAM America, which receives donations from all 50
states, also comes in contact with situations involving war or
Thirty students will participate in a Planned Famine for]
its aftermath. For example, in El Salvador they provide relief
aid for refugees. In Zimbabwe, where civil war between a hours on Friday, Nov. 12. The event is sponsored by |
white minority and a black majority ended two years ago, Clemson Baptist Student Union.
John Tadlock of the BSU said the fast's aim is twofold:',
OXFAM America helps fund a school for 2,000 children orraise our consciousness about worldwide hunger and to raj
phaned in the struggle.
designated area two in the land use study update conducted by
ARA administrators subtract the number of students who funds."
Wilbur Smith Associated and the City of Clemson.
The participating students will contribute $6 each, $2jj
eat on World Hunger Day from the average number of
The first petition calls for the retaining of zoning students who eat on a Tuesday night. That figure is multiplied each meal missed. The students are also asking others tospJ
classification of area two as a single family residence. The secsor them at $2 per meal missed.
by $1.20, the price of a meal.
ond petition is against the extension of Perimeter road to
During the fast, students will attempt not only tot
relieve campus traffic by diverting it through the
perience hunger, but to understand why it exists and vM
neighborhoods.
they can do about it.
The petition will be delivered to the city of Clemson and the
Funds raised will be given to World Vision Internatioiu
The International Student Association buffet, held last
Wilbur Smith and Associates.
an interdenominational Christian humanitarian agenql
Friday, Nov. 5, in the Palmetto Room was "too successful" according to Andy Smith, president of the organization.
Over 200 people came to taste the foods from such places
as Egypt, Central and South America, Cuba, Belgium, Kenya,
President Bill Atchley is scheduled to be the guest I
Clemson participates in the OXFAM American's project, Japan, and many other places.
"We did not have enough food for all of the people. We day at 4 p.m. on "University Week in Review," WSBFs U|
"World Hunger Day" every year. The nation-wide event, held
had to turn some people away. People don't tend to buy hour, news and feature talk show hosted by Mike MattisoiJ
before Thanksgiving, will be Tuesday night, Nov. 16.
During the first half of the show, Mattison will;
Students are reminded not to eat at the university dining tickets ahead of time, and it made it hard for us to determine
Atchley questions about current campus problems. Abojl
halls so the university can once again have a successful dona- how many to cook for," Smith said.
The food was prepared by the students in the Interna- 4:15 p.m., Mattison says, hell open up the radio station!
tion. According to ARA food services representative David
tional
Students Association and by some of the foreign faculty telephone line for listeners to call in questions for the president, j
Defratus, "Last year we donated about $2,400."
WSBF's telephone number is 656-2279. To tune in toll
Leigh Anne Whitlock, student in charge of World members.
According to Smith, the students who came seemed to en- station, turn to 88.1 on the FM dial.
Hunger Day, said, "Half of the money is donated to OXFAM
Mattison hopes to make "University Week in Review']
America, which provides food for the needy around the joy themselves. The only complaint was that there were no
recipes available for the people who attended.
regular part of WSBF's program schedule.
world, and the other half is given to Meals on Wheels."
The buffet was organized by Moppi Lopez, vice president
Meals on Wheels, located in Greenville, feeds disabled
Homeowners of the Clemson area are circulating two
petitions opposing the extension of Perimeter road and the
rezoning of single-family residential areas.
The petitions are being circulated along highway 93 to the
Ingle's shopping area and to the Ramada Inn. This has been

Famine fund-raiser planned

News Digest

International buffet successful

World Hunger Day sponsored

Atchley to talk on WSBF

STUDY, LIVE AND WORK
IN LONDON

o

§

Field Placements in all programs
* Creative writing, literature and theatre
* Psychology
* British history, society and politics
* Independent studies in other areas

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
WRITE:
Antioch International
LONDON PROGRAM
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
(513) 767-2661

Opening November 17th

CHEERS!
Drink...Be Merry.. And Light Up
for the college of your choice.
Our tankard, coffee mug and
tankard lamp add class to the
celebration. Each piece of first
quality ceramics is richly doublebanded in 22K Gold. Full college
seal or mascot fired in at high
temperatures to ensure color
brilliance and permanency.
20 Oz. Tankard $16.45
11 Oz. Coffee Mug $6.45
Tankard Lamp $31.75
Plus$3.15 Postages
Handling
Money Back Guarantee
Also Available: North Carolina, South
Carolina. Duke. Georgia.
Alabama. Florida.

AM/EX,
Visa or MasterCard Orders
Call 7 Days A Week

1-800-438-3000
Berkshire Enterprises Limited
2838 Interstate 85 South/Charlotte. NC 28208

open for lunch and
dinner daily

Calhoun Room available
for banquets

Serving You the
Best Family
Style Food in
the Upstate

A

Berkshire Enterprises Limited
2838 Interstate 85 South
Charlotte, NC 28208

Name
Address.
City
Phone _
Quantity ordered.

Carry out services

197209

.Zip.

. State.
.Signature.
. Team -

AM/EX.
Visa/MC ft
Exp. Date .

Inter Bank ft

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED PRIORITY WHERE ZIP CODES ALLOW

□ Check
□ Money Order
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lore budget cuts considered
by Mary Shveima
features editor
More budget and possible graduate
troeram cuts are being considered by
*C Commission on Higher Education
nd the State Legislature, according to
David Maxwell, provost and vicenresident for student affairs.
Th ueh the legislature makes the final
•ions, CHE recommends a budget
nd sends it to the State Budget Control
bard, which reviews it and may send it
ack for modifications.
The CHE came up with recommendaBons, but the Board [Budget Control]
Jid not like their recommendations of
where to add $3 million ($3 million was
xit from the budget and $3 million added
, it in different places]," said Maxwell.
The budget, which is for all universes in South Carolina, is $7 million
Kiort of the original CHE recommenda

■tions," Maxwell said. "Nobody got 100
percent formula funded; $720,000 was
cut from Clemson's budget. However,
$223,000 was added for salary
enhancements and, if we find the money
to match it, $600,000 will be added for
equipment."
If the proposed budget is passed by
the legislature, Clemson's budget will be
over $1 million short of what the university was funded this year, after the
4.6-percent cut.
"We will have to fund our two percent
salary increase from somewhere," said
Maxwell. "We also have to carry the
4.6-percent cut over into next year."
No decisions have been made about
how the new cuts will be handled but
university officials are studying all
aspects.
'Tuition may be raised next fall," said
Maxwell.
James Roberts, budget director,

agreed that fee increases will be hard to
avoid. 'The state is also considering pay
increases of seven or eight percent for
next year, but it will pay for only 75 percent of them. The rest has to come from
somewhere," said Roberts.
In addition to budget cuts the CHE is
studying the graduate programs at all
South Carolina universities with the
view of saving the state money. It isx
especially looking at duplicate programs
and the productivity of the programs.
"The CHE will reach its decision in
May, 1983, after studying the programs
all year," said Maxwell. "We are optimistic in assuming that none of our
programs will be cut."
Two decisions that the CHE has
already made concerning Clemson are
no moratorium on new programs and no
review on the possibility of a master's
program in accounting.

Former professor
charged with fraud
James Karl Johnson, former head of Continuing
Engineering Education, was arrested Wednesday, according
to Hugh Munn, spokesman for the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division.
SLED was called in to investigate the CEE program in
May after a routine aduit revealed some "apparent discrepencies" in the handling of funds.
The three counts against Johnson include misuse of
travel expense vouchers, misuse of university equipment,
and the conversion of building materials to his own use. The
total amount of money involved is in excess of $11,000,
Munn said.
Johnson apparently turned himself in to the Pickens
County Law Enforcement Department, where a warrant was
served against him. He is free on his own recongizance,
Munn said.
Johnson, who resigned for "personal and health reasons"
last August when the investigation was made public, was
unavailable for comment.

New major, minor, and courses offered for spring
by Jennifer Crocker
and Cindy Fox
staff writers
Graphics communications, a cur[ riculum encompassing a wide variety
I of career opportunities in a multi[ tude of industrial settings, will be
[instated as a major at Clemson for
|the spring semester of 1982-83.
The printing industry came to us
land asked Clemson to implement a
[B.S. degree. Without a degree there
[is an undersupply of qualified
^aduates. Clemson's graphic comnunications program is very well
[supported by the printing industry,"
remarked Page Crouch, industrial
I education professor.
Already the department claims to
[have over 30 students who have
1 up for the new, highly
hechnical (as opposed to art)

The Tiger
Iwins
award
The Tiger was recently named a
[tive-star All-America college
itiewspaper for the spring 1982
iemester by the Associated ColPegiate Press. The Tiger has been an
11-America award winner since
1977, but this is only the third
iemester it has achieved five-star
Status.
The professional journalist who
udged the paper awarded The
Tiger 3290 out of a possible 3850
| points and marks of distinction in
levery category — coverage and coni tent; writing and editing; opinion
[content; design; and photography,
I3", and graphics.
'The Tiger is an interesting,
I good-looking paper (with a penjchant for controversy), and
I coverage of the latest news in depth
pyour forte," the judge said in her
Icntique. "Considering the nonjourjnalistic nature of your staff, the
feuality of yourj>aper is superb."
I Last year's Editor in Chief Dana
Hanson said, "It's easier to be objective now than when I was in the
I midst of things. I'm more pleased
Nth last years' issues now than I was
each week after they came off the
Pr«s. I'm glad others enjoyed last
year's issues, too. Of course, it's
always nice when they tell you they
The present senior staff was
|«Ponsible for the final four issues
* 'hat semester.

curriculum.
These students, upon graduating,
will have access to jobs in
marketing and management, printing, publishing, and packaging. All
of these require a highly technical
background. "We are producing
people that are good in human
fields and knowledgeable in the
technical spectrum of graphic communications," said Crouch.
Those interested in graphic communications will find graphic arts,
photographic techniques, and current developments in graphic communications, available as courses
this spring semester. All courses are
heavily oriented around individual
laboratory performance.
Programs in package and specialty
printing will be offered in the fall of
1983 with planning and controlling
printing functions available in the

spring of 1984.
Other departments are offering
new minors and courses.
American studies, the study of
selective issues with an interdisciplinary point of view, will be offered
as a minor concentration through
the history department.
American Culture 300 will be offered this coming semester also.
"We're hoping for a good turnout.
We're trying to develop this area of
study," said David Fleming, scheduling coordinator.
Campus Recreation 402, a course
in the recreation and parks administration curriculum, will also
be offered starting in January, as
will be Computer Science 330, the
study and introduction to structures
and programming of computer
systems.
The College of Education is offer-

ing three individualized, one-hour
credit electives in reading, writing,
and study skills this spring.
According to Cynthia Moore,
visiting instructor at education, the
College of Education wants to increase student awareness on what is
available in the developmental
studies program. The courses offered this spring are Education 101,
102, and 103.
Education 101 offers developmental reading instruction for
students who want to increase
vocabulary, reading comprehension, and reading rate.
Education 102 extends the
reading skills of vocabulary and
comprehension and stresses skimming, scanning, flexibility, and
critical reading.
Education 103 offers instruction
in study techniques, time manage-

ment, test-taking, notetaking, and
listening and writing techniques.
"We just want to remind students
that the courses are available," said
Moore, "and that they are not
limited to incoming freshmen."
According to Moore, the classes
are structured to change bad study
habits. They are also more effective
than short seminars because the
classes meet three times a week.
The frequent class meetings
serve as a constant reinforcement in
the student's study skills," she said.
"It does work after applying the
time."
Moore also added the spring
classes are much smaller, allowing
more individual attention.
Students who have any questions
about the education courses should;
contact Moore at 3482.

WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PRACTICE
MEDICINE?

4

Germany or Little Rock — Alaska or Tucson,
Arizona' — whatever your geographical preference, we'll work to place you there. And you'll
know the assignment before you are committed.
~f>

THE AIR FORCE IS
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS IN THE
SPECIALTIES CHECKED BELOW
Family Practice
Pediatrics
OB/GYN
Neurology

Radiology
Psychiatry
Cardiology

( ) Internal Medicine
(X) Orthopeadics
( ) Oothalmology

Allergy

(X) Anesthesiology
( ) Gastroenterology

ENT
General Practice
General Surgery

( ) Flight Medicine
( ) Hema/Oncology

AWT?

r>

A great way of life.

( ) Dermatology
JAMES ROWAN
1402 Walton Way
Augusta, Georgia 30904
(404) 722-3536

November 11, jJ
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Activity card misuse
check system successful
by Karen Reynolds
staff writer
"The number of potentially
misused student activity cards
dropped considerably from the time
a checking system was implemented
until the final week to pick up football tickets," said Charlie Bourne,
student government attorney
general.
The system involved checking
student use cards as they were
presented to pick up football tickets
against a list of replacement cards
issued. When a card came through
that was on the list, a mark was
placed by the name so that another
ticket could not be picked up under
the same name, according to
Bourne.
The system was first put into effect the week of the Duke game
when 52 potentially illegal cards
were found. The second week when
tickets were issued for the South
Carolina game four potentially illegal cards were found, and the
final week when tickets were issued
for the North Carolina game only
one was found, according to
Bourne.
"I contacted Pat Holder and Jack
Anderson, who work in financial
management for the university in
Sikes Hall, and they said 494 student use cards were replaced during
the period in which football tickets
were issued. This averaged out to

about 50 per week. In the last two
weeks only 28 cards have been
replaced, an average of 14 per
week," said Bourne.
Students whose cards were questioned were given the option of
pleading guilty and going before
Joy Smith, dean of student life or
exercising their right to a trial, according to Bourne. "About one-half
of the people just went before Dean
Smith," Bourne said. Of the people
who have gone before the court
several have been found innocent,
while others have been found guilty,
according to Bourne.
Sentences for the guilty students
included admonition, censure,
suspension, and loss of football
ticket privileges, according to
Bourne.
Jeff Randolph, chairman of the
supreme court, and Bourne both
hope that the athletic department
will see the benefit of the system
and the benefit of starting with the
first game for next football season.
"Misusing a student use card is
abusing another student's right to
football tickets and taking money
from the university," said Randolph.
Rick Brewer, assistant ticket
manager for the athletic department, said, "I think we're kind of
leaning toward using the system
next year. Also, maybe next year
we can start checking from the first
game and nip the problem in the
bud.

THIS WEEK

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS

FREE

«

MARYLAND-CLEMSON CUP$|
1
2
3
4

CUP FREE WITH EACH 10" PIZZA
CUPS FREE WITH EACH 14" PIZZA
CUPS FREE WITH EACH 16" PIZZA
CUPS FREE WITH EACH 20" PIZZA

j
j

ALL CUPS FULL—ICE COLD COCA-COLA
THAT'S FOR DINE IN-CARRY OUT OR

FAST FREE FRESH & HOT DELIVERY

CALL US AT 654-6990
YOUR ORDER WILL ARRIVE IN 30 MIN. OR LESS
OR DINE IN OR TAKE OUT IN 10-12 MIN.

THE PROFESSIONAL PIZZA PEOPLE
DINE IN - FAST FREE DELIVERY - TO GO

NOTHING BEATSA
CHANELO'S PIZZA

S.C. SCHOOL OF
BARTENDING
P.O. BOX 1304
CLEMSON, S.C. 29631

*.

DELIVERY STARTS DAILY 11 A.
AS CLOSE AS YOUR PHONE
654-6990
BUY 1 FOOTLONG SANDWICH

M.00OF!

YOUR CHOICE
GET SECOND
SANDWICH OF SAME
VALUE FOR Vi PRICE j

ANY 14',
16" OR 20"
PIZZA

DINE IN - DELIVERY - TO OOJ
ONE COUPON MR ORDER
"(ZZA1

Expires 11/18/82

Thte coupon It lh« property o» CHANELO'S

"»ZZA

ii DINE IN-DELIVERY-TO GO
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
THIS COUPON IS THE PROPERTY OF CHANELO'S Expires '

for a $27 Maryland Weekend
Come and see the Tigers battle the Terrapins. For $27 per
person, per night, double occupancy, you can't afford not to. You 11
be close to all the sights and exciting night life of downtown
Washington. And you'll be getting extra points like complimentary champagne and Marriott hospitality.
Ask tor the Clemson football special and find out how Marriott
gives you more yardage for your money.
Crystal City MlflrrUM Hotel, Mflrrtoto Crystal Gateway Hotels
1999 Jefferson Davis Highway
1700 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 521-5500
Arlington, VA 920-3230
Subject lo availability. Advance reservations required.
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Stadium boxes vandalized

lonors chairman named
by Jan Jordan
staff writer
Jack Stevenson, a professor of
•creation and parks administrator, was named Director of the
[on'ors Program on Oct. 29,. He has
ien a member of Clemson's faculty
h 15 years.
(Stevenson took on his new duties
on Nov. 1. He succeeds Corinne
lawyer, who led the program for 11
The final decision was made by
irovost David Maxwell, after
■ceiving a list of candidates from a
■arch committee. The search comiittee consisted of four faculty
lembers and one student. Russell
hannon, head of the search comlittee, said, "He was enthusiastic
[bout the position and had many

ideas. This made him well
qualified."
Stevenson received his bachelor
of science from Davidson College
and his. B.D. and Th.M. from
Union Theological Seminary. He
also holds M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from Indiana University.
His interests and activities include sailing, pastoring two Oconee
County churches, leadership training, and membership in several
organizations.
Speaking of the Honors Program,
Stevenson said, "We've got a good
program, but there are a lot of
things we could do to make it better." He has already presented 18
suggestions concerning the program
to Vice Provost Jerry Reel. Stevenson said that all of his ideas had
been accepted.

by Alan Cannon
staff writer

Jack Stevenson

Two club-level boxes at
Memorial Stadium were broken
into Saturday night, according to
Investigator Thea McCrary of the
university police.
McCrary said that two stereos,
both valued at approximately $200,
were taken from the boxes. According to McCrary, custodians
discovered the break-in when they
began to clean up Sunday morning
after Saturday's football game.
Three people, one of them a student, were arrested last weekend for
ticket scalping.
"We just go up to the post office
and call -up the names on the
bulletin board," McCrary said. "We
ask them [the sellers] the price, then

we ask them to meet us; we have
them then."
McCrary said that the university
police will sponsor a hubcap
registration program similar to the
PAW bicycle registration already in
effect. The program, scheduled to
begin Tuesday, Nov. 23, will aid
police in the location of stolen
hubcaps.
A rape prevention film, produced
by the communications center, will
be presented by the university
police Tuesday and Wednesday at
Daniel Hall Auditorium.
"Our escort services have really
been effective in preventing problems," McCrary said. "If a hard-core
rapist came onto campus, he would
find a victim, but these escorts have
helped a lot."

speaker finds nuclear freeze beneficial
by Nancy Snow
staff writer
Phillip Bennet, a philosophy proLSor from the State University of
flew York, spoke on the growing
Rational concern for a nuclear
freeze in Hardin Hall Auditorium
last Thursday evening.
Bennet was in favor of a freeze
and supported his case with seven
benefits that could result from a bilateral halt to the introduction and
iirther development of nuclear
weaponry.
First, Bennet rejected the argument that the United States would
j threatening its "catch-up" situation if it were to adopt a nuclear
[freeze resolution. He backed up his
fpinion with several statistics obtained from the Department of
[Defense. His purpose in using these
Satisfies is to illustrate that despite
[what the public has been frequently
Bold, the United States is not in a
[missile gap situation.
Bennet sighted one fact which
! showed the United States as having
la 10 to one advantage in ICBMs (Infer Continental Ballistic Missiles).
According to Bennet, a nuclear
[freeze would be beneficial to both
lations because it would be adopted
Jrom a parity position; that is, with
Jhe strengths of both sides being
■imilar. 'The Soviets a well as the
■Jnited States would thus be inclined
■to further reduce weaponry," he
I said.
. Second, a freeze would avoid the
Introduction of counter-force
■weapons which are highly accurate
fend designed not to deter but to initiate a nuclear confrontation, he
paid. Bennet said he sees these

A fourth benefit of the treeze,
weapons as a move by both nations
Bennet said, would be to avoid the
toward an offensive nuclear position.
Third, Bennet cited a halt to fur- introduction of unverifiable cruise
ther nuclear build-up as a means to missiles. "Thses missiles go undetecavoid the threat of launch-on- table by radar and are currently bewarning-a system the Soviets ing developed as more advantagehave designed using computers, ous tactical weaponry," he said.
Another important benefit, Benwhereby a nuclear launch would
occur if a computer detected a net said, is "a freeze would put a
halt to the $1.7 trillion currently bepotential attack.
Bennet said, "A launch-ori- ing poured into Reagan's national
warning system places a whole na- defense program." He said with this
tion's survival in the code of a com- amount of money, $180 billion
puter. With this system, only one dollars of the national debt would
false alarm would be needed for be eliminated.
disasterous results."

MBA
Vanderbilt
Consider a Masters in Business Administration
Vanderbilt University's Graduate School of Management Offers:
i an opportunity to study at a prestigious
major university
■ a challenging two year, full time MBA
program for tomorrow's business leaders
■ concentrated study and practical experience in accounting, finance, marketing,
organizational behavior, operations management, and management information
systems
■ high starting salaries and outstanding
placement opportunities with major corporations throughout the U.S.
■ scholarships for proven academic achiev-

■ financial assistance for students demonstrating need
■ an opportunity to live and study in a thriving business, entertainment, and cultural
center of the mid-South
For information and an application write or
phone:
Office of Admission, Room 600
Owen Graduate School of
Management
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
» (615) 322-6469

Please send me Information concerning Vanderbllfs Graduate School of Management.
Name
Address.
.State.
City.
Telephone (
)
Undergraduate College or University.

.Zip. Graduation Date.

AN0
THE UNDIE SMOPPE—UPSTAIRS
COLLECT PLACE MALL
BRINC'MADINFOR

$3.00 OF* A FULL-SERVICE
HAIRCUT
OFFER GOOD AUG. 20-AUG. 27
. PHONE 654-5501

WALK-IN OR APPOINTMENT

HOURS: M-W & F 9:30 to 6:00 TH. 9:30-8:00 SAT. 9:30 to 2:00

Valid on 5
Continents,

And anywhere else in the world that Dowell Schlumberger is
on the job.
Dowell Schlumberger (Dow-well Schlum-bur-jay) needs top
notch students who want to be trained in the exciting profession of
Field Service Engineer. In this demanding, "hands-on" job, you'll
take charge of vital oil well service operations and act as an on-site
consultant to other professionals— utilizing the world's best training, equipment and management resources.
Our engineers live and work in more than 50 countries, providing vital cementing, stimulation and drill stem testing services to
the petroleum industry ... doing a job that offers more challenge,
"responsibility and rewards than almost any other.
You can learn more about the international opportunities we
have for bright, aggressive engineers. This could be your passport
to a world of opportunity with Dowell Schlumberger!
Presentation: November 18th
Time: 6pm - 8pm
Place: Placement Building, Room 807
Interviewing: November 19th
Or contact:
Chip Smith
c/o Dowell International
P.O. Box 4378 . Houston, Texas 77210
713/972-7908
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

/ DOWELL \

\Schlumberger/
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Student Senate announces visitors center funding
by Blair Palese
assistant news editor
Student Body Vice President Bill
Linton announced the acquisition
of $15,000 for the planned visitors
center at the Student Senate
meeting. This amount was donated
by Blue Key from the Tigermania
profits and will aid in the construction and maintenance of the center.
The Senate passed a resolution to
reduce premium entree night to
twice a month providing for an improvement of the food offered. A
recommendation was made to
specify the night premium entree
will be served and this is being investigated as a possibility.
The Traffic and Grounds Committee proposed a resolution to add
a crosswalk and improved lighting
at the intersection of Highway 93
and East Palmetto Blvd. This intersection was the site of a fatal accident involving a student last year.
The bill was passed unanimously.
The Senate passed a commendation for the Clemson University
as Tiger Band Appreciation day.
The band will be presented with
a framed copy of the resolution
at the upcoming game.
The Communications Committee
reported that it is working on

FIRST ASSEMBLY
OF GOD
SUNDAYS 11 A.M.
& 7:30 P.M.
AM. FEDERAL
COMM. ROOM
(NEXT TO WINN-DIXIE,
CLEMSON)
REV. DAVID STRICKLAND
882-0963

At ROSS I HUM MH. KNICKl KIKH'KI R

CRAB
QUICHE
EVERY
SUNDAY
3.75
OPEN FRIDAYS 'TIL 7:00

guaranteeing 25 percent of the allotted university bowl tickets for
students. Further information on
bowl tickets will be reported at later
meetings.
The Judicial Committee proposed
an alteration in the Student Handbook concerning student trial court.
This alteration will allow the Dean
of Student Life to handle cases
when the court is not in session,
such as summer semesters. The bill

was passed by the Senate.
Several clubs, such as the campus
Hotline, the Way Campus Outreach, and the Emergency Medical
Technician Club, were derecognized
at their request. The Freewheelers
and the Clemson University Symphonic Band were derecognized
because they failed to submit
organization reports on schedule.
Derecognition prohibits these
organizations from meeting on

campus, posting literature, being
listed in the Student Handbook,
and being eligible for funds. They
will be eligible to be recognized
again at later meetings.
Two new senators were appointed to the off-campus Colleges
of Architecture and Nursing. From
Architecture, Bill Simpson was appointed, and from Nursing, Joni
Gardner.
A bill was passed to allow

students to use visitors' par|(j
spaces after hours, however it v
vetoed by the administration.
The International Student Font.
planned for this week was cancel]]
and will be rescheduled at a laj
date. This forum will be the thirdi
its kind and will allow students ask informed personnel question]
A bill was passed to repaint j
signs prohibiting bike riding
specific areas of the campus.

Take Charge At 22.

care of sophisticated
In most jobs, at 22
equipment worth
you're near the bottom
millions
of dollars.
of the ladder.
It's a bigger chalIn the Navy, at
lenge and a lot more
22 you can be a leader.
responsibility than
After just 16 weeks
most corporations give
of leadership training,
you at 22. The rewards
you're an officer. You'll
are bigger, too. There's
have the kind of job
your education and training prepared
a comprehensive package of benefits,
you for, and the decision-making auincluding special duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make the most of it.
salary is $16,400—more than most comAs a college graduate and officer
panies would pay you right out of college.
After four years, with regular promocandidate, your Navy training is geared
to making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
camp. Instead, you receive professional
have increased to as much as $29,800.
training to help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
and new opportunities
W 206
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
This training is
to advance your eduINFORMATION CENTER
I P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
designed to instill
cation, including the
□ I'm ready to take charge. Tell me more about
confidence by firstpossibility of attending
I the
Navy's officer programs.
(0G)
hand experience. You I
graduate school while
I Please Print)
learn by doing. On
you're in the Navy.
Addr
.Apt. #_
I
your first sea tour,
Don't just take a
CityState
_Zip_
job. Become a Navy
you're responsible for I AgetCollege/University_
officer, and take charge.
managing^ the work of
$Year i College^
_«GPA_
Even at 22.
up to 30 men and the I AMajor/Minor
n

Phone Number_

[Area Code)
Best Time to Call
This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to furnish any of the information requested. Of course, the more we
know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy positions for which you qualify.

Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.

faculty Senate requests more input
by Cindy Powell
editor in chief
Faculty Senate approved by an
. almost unanimous vote at Tuesday's
; meeting a memorandum that is to
be sent to Provost David Maxwell
I requesting more faculty input into
' the review of degree programs.
The memorandum states "Since
■ the faculty have responsibility in
! academic matters such as curriI cu]um, requirements for earned
'" degrees, and academic regulations,
the faculty feel that the review of
degree programs is a matter of great
■ importance and that the review
should involve direct input from the
appropriate faculty."
Of particular concern to the
Senate is the recently completed
Doctoral Program Review. In that
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review the university's doctoral
programs were examined by the
Academic Planning Committee and
put in one of five categories, ranging from "excellent" to "terminate."
Several senators questioned the
validity of the report because it
does not include faculty input.
"How can you review a doctoral
program without questioning the
experts who are involved?" a
senator asked.
The memorandum requests that:
• all committee members be involved in the voting process.
• department heads and program
leaders be encouraged to get
faculty input.
• the committee indicate the procedures and criteria to be
used during the review process.
• the report not be finalized until

New civil
engineering
head named

the faculty of all the programs
being reviewed have an opportunity to respond to the committee's initial report.
• a summary of the final evaluation of each graduate program
be passed on to the department
head or leader of that program.
'This is a difficult matter to get
hold of," Tom Overcamp, associate
professor of environmental systems
engineering, said, "but we felt we
should state the faculty's concern
since they are responsible for
academic areas."
In other business, Faculty Senate
accepted Student Senate's challenge
to a football game Thursday afternoon. The game is part of a
student-government sponsored
marathon football game to raise
money for the United Way.

Diving coach recovering
by Tim Jaskiewica
staff writer
Diving coach Brian Wetheridge, who sustained serious injuries Oct. 1 in a one-vehicle
motorcycle accident, has been
transported back to his home in
England after being released as an
out-patient.
Wetheridge is presently undergoing therapy at the home of his
parents after having been listed in
critical condition at the Greenville
Memorial Hospital.
Arrangements for special
stretcher seating delayed
Wetheridge's departure for
England until last Friday. According to Swim Coach Bob Boettner,
"He really had a breakthrough the

night before he left. He's beginning to remember things from moment to moment, and we're hoping hell be able to return next
year."
Pat Greenwell, a former AllAmerica diver at Pittsburgh, has
been named the new head coach
effective Nov. 20, when his high
school swimming season ends in
Florida.
Team members have been
coaching themselves with the help
of a diver from Greenville in
preparation for their season
opener next Friday night against
The Citadel.
'The team is looking better than
we did last year at the Atlantic
Coast Conference Championships," said team captain Ed Jolly.

Prerequisite for
Canadian Majors

by Jayroe Roberson
staff writer
Russell Brown was chosen to sucI ceed H. W. Bushing as head of the
department of civil engineering,
| Charles Jennett, dean of the College
of Engineering, announced Oct. 15.
Brown received his bachelor's
[degree from the University of
i Houston in 1966 and doctorate
I from Rice University in 1970. He
i came to Clemson in 1977 and since
[ has concentrated on teaching and
research.
Brown was selected by Dean Jennett on the basis of recommendations made by a search committee,
[ headed by Benjamin Sill of the civil
| engineering department. According
to Sill, Brown's research, published
material, and "broad base of faculty
j support" was the basis for his selec| tion.
I Increasing the number of civil en[ gineering graduate students is "one
of the immediate, essential goals of
| the department" according to
Brown.
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Clemson Players will present the world
premiere of "In Pursuit of Mr. Jefferson," starring
Jere Hodgin and written by Clemson professor
Jack McLaughlin. The dates are Nov. 15 through
20 at 8 p.m. except Nov. 18 when the show is at
3:30, and it will be in Daniel Annex. Call 2476 for
reservations.
The YMCA annual Fresh Fruit Sale is being held
throughout November. Orders for navel oranges,
'Big Red" graDefruit. white or Dink eraDefruit and
tangelos can be made at Holtzendorff YMCA or
by calling 654-2361.
Graduating seniors who wish to prepare for
careers in business management can contact the
Office of Admissions, Graduate School of
Management, Vanderbilt University, Room 700,
Nashville, TN 37203 or phone (615) 322-6469.
The Clemson Aeronautical Association will meet
on Monday night, Nov. 15 at 8 in room 108 Sirrine
Hall. For more information call Andy at 654-9560.
Pamoja will meet on Tuesday, Nov. 16, at 7:30 p.m.
in room 309 of Daniel Hall.
The St. Andrews Catholic Church's annual
bazaar will be Saturday, Nov. 13, from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. in the church hall on the corner of Sloan St.
and Edgewood.
Anyone interested in becoming a 'Tiger Timer"
for the Swim Team should call the swimming office at 2120 or Ruth at 8704.
The Film "Partners in Progress" will be shown in
the Lee Hall small auditorium, room 100, at 4 p.m.
on Nov. 17 as part of the Japanese Film Series. The
film is free to the public.

The Student Nurses Association is sponsoring a
CPR certification course on Thursday, Nov. 18,
from 3 p.m. until 9 p.m. and Friday, Nov. 19 from
1 p.m. until 7 p.m. The fee is $10 which pays for
book, pin, and a small donation to the L.B. Kiser
Leadership Award. Final day to sign up is Nov. 17.
Sign up in the information room of the College of
Nursing or call Jane at 6221.
The police department will be sponsoring free
hubcap engraving on Tuesday, Nov. 23, from 8
a.m. until 4 p.m. in front of the police station in
the fire bays.
Fraternity and sorority members are invited to a
Greek Life meeting in the Kappa Sigma lounge
Sunday, Nov. 14 at 8 p.m. The meeting is sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ.
CLASSIFIEDS
Lost: a blue Kelty Gore-Tex parka in the vicinity
of Lehotsky Hall the week of Oct. 24. Call Curtis
at 3303 or 654-2997.
Don't be dull. See something unique and
original. See Mitzi's stationary in Eva's at the
Beansprout downtown. Exceptional gift ideas.
Also artwork for sale at Jean's.
Firewood for sale: low quality hardwoods and
pine, different lengths and sizes. Some need splitting or cutting. Bring a pick-up by and help in
loading will be provided. Halt-ton truck: $20 for
hardwood, $8 for pine. First come, first serve, at
these times only: Nov. 13 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Nov. 14, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.; and Nov. 15, 17, and 18,
2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Located behind P and A building
off Perimeter Road.
Urgent: one Who ticket, any concert; going
crazy. Call 7053.

animal, Johnny.

Help wanted: earn free travel and extra money
as campus representative for student travel. Call
Jim at 617-383-9560 daily or 617-326-6985 after
6 p.m.

Joseph G. (Clemson House): Where have youi
been hiding? I've missed your noisy calculator ir, I
the library.

Help wanted: sporadic employment that can fit
your schedule. Car necessary. Must be dependable, professional and willing to work hard in the
local area. Excellent references required. 639-2022.

Hey you silly girl: you might be getting 0\it! |
but you can't get any better. Looking forward t
Friday. From a dumb ole boy who will always love ]
you.

Lost: $25 reward for the return of a walking
cane last seen on stage in Daniel Auditorium Oct.
25. Leon Seamon, 201 Strode Tower.

Bert: Martha wants it. CDK.

Interested in a professional haircut at half the
price? For more information and appointment, call
Laura at 654-5956.

Christie: all the spunk you can handle. Doug.

Erbie: Buddies for life. Howie.

Wanted: one or two male roommates to share
an apartment for spring semester. 654-1476.

Tutu: hope the wait on the line was worth your I
while. Have a good time at the Barry Manikw]
concert.

Found: gold bracelet in women's bathroom on
eighth floor of Johnstone last weekend. Call Cindy
at 2150 to claim.

The entertainment editor wishes his older sister
a very happy birthday. I'm not going to inquire
your age, Wanda —besides, age is only a number,
and 40 is only around the corner.

Found: light brown female eyeglasses, the kind
Sophia Loren wears, with brown case. Call
Arthur, 654-1232.

Tricia: happy 21st birthday. Don't wear your ID
out. Love, your Roomie.

For sale: Miranda EE 35mm SLR camera with
50mm, f/1.8 lens. Manual and shutter priority
operation. Also 200mm telephoto lens. Good condition. $150. Negotiable. Call Tom 654-1232.
For sale: TI-PC-100A thermal printer for either
" TI-58 or TI-59. Like new, excellent condition.
Sacrifice at $140. 654-9681.
PERSONALS
Donna: your worst school week is now over, so
you deserve a cold drink. Call me your party

Hey Sugar: I'm crazzzy about ya. Love, your
Buddy.
Sleezy and Sexy: Thanks for caring. I'm glad to
be back. Love ya, off-white.
Janet: thanks for making last week easier. You're
the greatest, Roomie. Love, Nansi-Lee.
My baby pumpkin: I will always love you like
you love me. Get psyched for New York. Love,
your baby.

University of Maryland-College Park

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
MASTER OF PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
Professional Education for Careers in
• Federal, state and local government
• Public affairs units in private corporations
• Nonprofit organizations and associations
SCHOLARSHIP AND FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

For further information and application materials, call or write:
Lyn Chaaen
Director of Admissions
School of Public Affairs
1218 Social Sciences Building
University of Maryland
College Park. MD 20742
(SOD 464-7238

FOR THE LOYAL COLLECTOR
The All-American
College Plaque
Quality crafted in the U.S.A.
from Solid Northern Pine.
Multi-Color Screen Printed in
college colors.
A full IO1/2XI3" Size.

VoIHI

University of Maryland i$ an equal opportunity Jnstitution. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply.
27M
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ATTENTION ^
BSN CLASS OF
'83

BOB RESSLER
741 Bultman Dr.
Sumter, S.C. 29150
(803) 773-8931
CALL COLLECT

The
Air
Force
has
a
special
program
for
BSNs.
If selected,
you
can
enter
active
iluty soon after graduation -- without waiting
for the results of your
State Boards.
To qualify
you
must
have
an
overall 3.0 GPA.
After
commissioning,
you'll
attend
a
fivemonth
internship
at
a
major Air Force facility.
It's an excellent way to
prepare
for
the
wide
range
of
experiences
you'll
have as
an Air
Force
nurse
officer.
For
more
information,
contact:

Price: $13.95 Plus
$3.15 Postage & Handling
Money Back Guarantee
Also available: North Carolina —
Univ. of Fla. — Duke — Georgia
South Carolina — Alabama

Visa or MasterCard Orders
Call 7 Days A Week

1-800-438-3000
Berkshire Enterprises Limited

A

2838 Interstate 85 South Charlotte, NC 28208
197209

Berkshire Enterprises Limited
2838 Interstate 85 South
Charlotte. NC 28208

Name
Address .
City
Phone
Quantity ordered

.Zip.

State.
.Signature.
.Team-

Visa/MC #
Exp Date.

Inter Bank #

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED PRIORITY WHERE ZIP CODES ALLOW
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ffae Kwon Do: A kick in direction of self defense
by Jennifer Lloyd
copy editor
fter five years of practicing Korean
irate Frank Greer, a junior in computer
neine'ering, is a first-degree-black-belt
i cher Greer teaches classes Tuesdays and
hursdays for the university Tae Kwon Do
i Greer began this self-defense karate in
Breenville. "A friend of mine who was taking
■asses got me interested. I took classes from
Tjlly Hong until I came to Clemson three
lears ago," he said. Hong, who has a Tae
Kwon Do studio in Greenville, started the
. jae Kwon Do classes at Clemson 16
^ears ago.
TThe Clemson Tae Kwon Do Club has apiroximately 45 members in all different
vels. The more advanced belts help out the
thite belts," Greer said. "All the levels are
bgether in class. We have 20 members at the
Mute belt level, seven at the green, five at
Hue, and eight at the brown," he said. Greer
fthe only black belt in the university club.
j Each semester the club holds a demonstralon to attract new members. But they don't
flow students to join during the semester.
Ve're working toward the test that Hong
ves at the end of the semester," Greer exned. Hong is the only person in the area
pth a high enough degree to give the test.
[ "Once you get to black belt, you have to
lait two years "before you can try for a
her degree. The wait makes sure you are
ledicated enough to continue," Greer said.
he higher the degree, the longer the wait
ttween tests," he said.
[Greer likes Tae Kwon Do more than judo
[id karate because it is less ceremonial. "We
I bow before and after class, but there isn't
hy deep meditation or ritual involved," he
Jid. Tae Kwon Do also concentrates more
liself-defense with kicks. "Ninety percent of

the moves are kicks; judo involves throws
and karate uses the fists more," Greer said.
Greer believes Tae Kwon Do is more practical. "It uses kicks the strongest way; utilizing maximum power. Tae Kwon Do is
designed to stop an opponent quickly," he
said.
This sport; which will have a demonstration in the '84 Olympic Games and will
become an official Olympic sport for the '88
Games in Seoul, Korea, practices with the
basics and controlled fighting. "I begin class
with basics which are repetitions of kicks and
blocks," Greer said.
Different Tae Kwon Do kicks include
front, side, jump, round, and back-spin
kicks. The hands are used primarily for
blocking but also assist with "punches or
knife-hand strikes, more commonly known
as the karate chop," Greer said.
The class next performs forms set patterns
of kicks and hand movements that "develop
speed, coordination, and power." Following
the forms, the remaining time in the hourand-a-half long class is spent practicing one
steps and freestyle. The one steps involve
reaction to punches, thus "developing selfdefense skills," Greer said.
Freestyle is controlled fighting. "We don't
use any pads for protection and freestyle
teaches us to control our kicks. In an actual
fight, we would adjust our measurements
and follow through with a kick or punch,"
said Greer.
Greer has 10 females in his class. He
recommends this type of self-defense for
women because it "doesn't require the brute
physical strength judo and karate require.
'The class is a tough workout with a lot of
sweat," Greer said. 'The movies have given
Tae Kwon Do a bad image. There is nothing
magical in this sport. It's not magic, but it's
hard work that makes Tae Kwon Do a good
method in self-defense."

Rick Ware and Mike Bethea demonstrate a kick used in the Korean sport of
Tae Kwon DO. (photo by Stephen Williams)
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GET INTO THE THICK OF IT
251 Victoria Square
(Across from Post Office)

Clemson, S.C. 29630
Phone No. 654-9243

GET INTO THE GOOD OF IT!
Come into Mazrio's today for thick, juicy pizza piled high with all the good things you love.
And while you're in, bring along these special coupons for money off!

FREE PITCHER
OF SOFT DRINK!
With the purchase of any medium or
large MazzioS pizza» KK* a pitcher of
your favorite soft drink FREE! Offer
expire* Sept. *0, !9rH.

FREE SALADS!

ONE DOLLAR OFF!

Get TWO FREE salads with the
purchase of any medium Mazzios
pizza. Or THREE FREE salads with
purchase ol any large Mazzii>\ pizza.
Offer expires Sept. 10, 198 V

With this coupon, get one
off the price of any mttliu
large Mazrio's pi:;a. Offer
Sept. 30, 198J.
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We wrote
the book on
free delivery
...and it's been a best
seller for over 20 years.
The story? It begins with
your phone call and ends
at your door with a hot,
delicious pizza delivered
in 30 minutes or less.
Domino's Pizza is critically
acclaimed as the #1
source for fast, free
delivery. Check us out.
Hours:
11 AM-2 AM Sun.-Thurs.
11 AM-3 AM Fri.-Sat.

Fast... Free
Delivery
654-3082
300 College Ave.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area

All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend of Sauce
and 100% Real Cheese
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.45
16" cheese $6.45

Free Domino's Pizza
Delivers" tumblers
available with a Cola
purchase while supply
lasts. No coupon
necessary. Just ask!

Domino's Deluxe
5 items for the price of 4
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Onions, Green Peppers,
and Sausage
12" Deluxe $8.05
16" Deluxe $11.85
Additional Items
Pepperoni
Mushrooms
Ham
Onions
Anchovies
Green Peppers
Black Olives
Green Olives
Sausage
Ground Beef
Double Cheese
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .90 per item
16" pizza $1.35 per item

©1982 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Pepsi / cups 25C ea

30 minute
guarantee

Prices do not include
applicable sales tax

If your pizza does not
arrive within 30 minutes,
present this coupon to
the driver for $2.00 off
your order.
Expires Nov. 30,1982
fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave.
Phone:654-3082
26619/56'20

L.
$2.00 off any 16" 2-item
pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires Nov. 30,1982
Fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave.
Phone:654-3082

I

26619/5620

L.

$1

$1.00 off any pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires Nov. 30, 1982
Fast, Free Delivery .
300 College Ave.
Phone:654-3082

e >!

26619/5620
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l-Plant keeps campus going
tion Services is Thomas Trively.
"Trively goes around and inspects
what the workers do," Stone said.
The Motor Pool, under the direction of Billy Nix, controls the loaning out of all university vehicles.
The pool includes a car lot, a gas
station, a car wash, and a body
shop.
L. E. Anderson, supervisor of
grounds and special services, is
responsible for the care and
maintenance of the university
grounds. "He works all summer to
get Bowman field looking nice, and
after one homecoming and six football games, it looks like somebody
exploded a bomb out there," Stone
said. "We will also cut close to 700
acres of grass in a good week."
Anderson is also in charge of
cleaning the condenser wall pond
(reflection pond). Stone explained
that the reason the pool tends to get
so dirty is because algae builds up
quickly and they cannot just go out
and clean it every day.
The pond's purpose is to air condition Brackett Hall, according to
Stone. "When we clean that pond,
Brackett Hall is without air conditioning," he said. Even during cold
weather, some machines must remain at a certain temperature to be
useable.
Chemicals for the pond also pose
a problem. Since all purchases must
go through the state's competitive
bidding market, often chemicals are
not received because of a switch in
contractors. Recently, when the
state changed contractors, "the
algae content got quite high before
we could clean it again," Stone said

, pam Sheppard
tif writer
If you gave the people at ClemUniversity a word association
. the term physical plant would
Lbly bring to mind such things
a janitor with a smelly mop, a
L(,er whose only tool is a
Ler, and a grass-cutter taking a
,ak under a shade tree."
J)ut according to Director of the
Leal Plant Walter Stone, the
ysical Plant is involved in much
|re than that. "People need to
rders!itand what the Physical Plant
he said,
une supervises a myriad of
■tors and superintendents, all of
are responsible for the uni's physical maintenance and
ion. The plant also distributes
iversity automobiles and
mitors capital improvements.
'ou've got a lot of people here
love the university," Stone
'They don't work here just
•ause this is a job; they work here
•ause this is Clemson."
Horace Gibson, administrative
istant of the plant, is in charge of
purchases and payments. Each
he purchases an average of $4
on worth of supplies for the
Iversity, ranging from bricks for
i union plaza and cement for
Lwalks to custodial supplies for
ji academic buildings.
[According to Stone, "He [GibX] looks over my shoulder and
Js me how much money I've got
id how much I've spent."
Itone's staff assistant is Patricia
iwkins and the Chief of Inspec-

The Physical Plant's department
of building, under the supervision
of Charles Pringle, is responsible for
the university's 4.6 million square
feet of floor space. Shops are included in this department to provide the campus buildings with
locksmiths, painters, cabinet
builders, carpenters, and pest controllers. Custodial services are only
provided for 2.7 million square feet
of the space because, dormitories
must provide their own, according
to Stone.
Under Plant Engineer James Hanna,
the university is provided with electricity, air conditioning, and water.
"We take water out of Hartwell
Lake, and it is treated," Stone said.
"It then becomes the drinking
water."
After it has been used, the same
water is treated again and pumped
back into Lake Hartwell. The plant
also purchases 16,000 tons of coal
each year for electricity.
The Physical Plant employs an
architect, Daniel Boyer, and a civil
engineer, J. P. Crowther. While
these men were not responsible for
the actual construction of the
renovation of Tillman Hall or the
building of the Patrick Noble
Calhoun Courts, they monitored
the bids and made sure the construction process went smoothly.
The plant is also allowed to go
outside university funding to do
jobs. Such tasks would include
reroofing Clemson House, repairing
bathroom toilets in the dormitories,
and installing new lights in fraternity
signs. These areas must be paid for
individually, though, by the person

Physical Plant worker chuck Brown checks a fuse box for
problems, (photo by Richard Baldwin)
or group requesting workers.
If the plant workers perform jobs
in a certain department such as
building shelves for Strode Tower
offices, they must be paid out of the
department's funds.
For instance, the athletic department allotted the Physical Plant
$25,000 for the upkeep of the football stadium. Four thousand dollars
is spent each time the lines and
numbers need painting, Stone said.
Since the recent university
budget cuts have taken $250,000
from the Physical Plant's budget,

Stone must decide which jobs will
go undone.
"Sure, I can send some carpenters
home," he said, "and if a roof falls
in, let it fall; but years from now
we'll have a million dollar job that
will have to be done."
No massive lay-offs will occur,
he said.
'That's not a solution," he said.
"Some supplies will have to go, but
we can't cut necessities. There are
some things I can't just put a bandaid on and hope they get well
tomorrow, because they won't."

STILL TIME TO BOOK YOUR
THANKSGIVING AIR OR RAIL TICKETS HOME
FROM CHRISTMAS & THANKSGIVING AT LOW
RATES-NOT TOO EARLY TO START THINKING
ABOUT A SPRING BREAK. SEE US FOR SOME IDEAS.
654-6125
SMALL WORLDTRAVEL
Across from Mell Hall

I'

:i

THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS

4if

Sporting Goods

''Quality Sporting Equipment for the Entire Family"

20 STYLES OF &^ SHOES 40% Off Original Price
new balance
A no/
5 STYLES OF §S^^»
41) /o Off Original Price
* ALL WARM-UP SUITS 30% Off Original Price
* GOLF CLUBS AND BAG 30% Off Original Price
* CAMPING GEAR 25% Off Original Price
AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 1983 (January 26-May 5)
Port Everglades, Florida • Casablanca,
Morocco • Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria,
Egypt • Haifa, Israel • Bombay, India • Colombo,
Sri Lanka • Manila, Philippines • Hong Kong
• Keelung, Taiwan • Pusan, South Korea • Kobe, Japan

Coleman ^Stoves & Lanterns V2 Off Original Price
SPORTS BALLS 25% Off Original Price
(FOOTBALL • BASKETBALL * SOCCER * PLAYGROUND * VOLLEY)

ormiTri1 bV the UniversitV 0| Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior full semester academic proL,J. Jsuppo"in5,ield experiences. This one semester experience is available to qualified students from all
Credited colleges and universities.

* ALL REMAINING SHOES 25% Off Original Price

unil??"60 voya9e felatei) university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh and other leading
'wanes, augmented by visiting area experts.

* All Exercise Equipment 30% off original Price

Moral tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
stuSf °1!! °Pen t0 quali,ie<1 students from ail accredited colleges and universities. Semester at Sea admits
re an) ,0 ca r race or creed
Lite JH±
°
"'
- Tne S.S. Universe is fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in
"*"'"id built in America.

or a f^ color Droch||rei ^^^ ^^g^ at ^ ucis, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
^6590?

Pi,,8bur h PA ,5260 or ca ,0

8 '

>

"

" ,ree C800) 854-0195 (in California call (714)

2
1
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"A SLICE OF HEAVEN'
The NEW Bakery in Clemson

T

25C Discount
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On Bcignets And
Funnel Cakes

Featuring:
Beignets de Paris
Funnel Cakes — From The Pennsylvania Dutch
Cookies — Pure American Yummy!
Breads — Whole Wheat and Wonderful
In This Economic Crisis, You Can't Beat Our Prices
Among The Cookies, You'll See, The Latest One Is Free!

Onions, Green Peppers, Kidney Beans, O

m

CHILI LOVERS ARISE

c

EAT THE BEST
AT THE BEST PRICE

a

o CHILI, BEVERAGE &
I-!
DQ
>

BEIGNETOR J/**%
FUNNEL CAKE£:2.00£
REG. s2.60

A UNIQUE TYPE OF

09

3*
to

H
s

12-OZ.

1.35

or
16-OZ.

o

3
0)

THE FIRST ONE IS f^Sl

8

one per customer
VALID 'TIL NOV. 18

2.00 o

to

O 'pag punoiQ ueai 'Suiuosea§ !l!MDi»

COMING ATTRACTIONS: HEAVENLY CHEESECAKE AND COOKIE CAKES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS. ASK ABOUT THEM!

NOW YOU CAN SEND OUR HEAVENLY COOKIES TO THE DESERVED CALL FOR DETAILS

================ "A SLICE OF HEAVENM======================

YES YOU MISS A LOT
WITH ARMY ROTC.
A lot of job interviews, employment offices, and all the hassles
that go into trying to land
a job after college.
With Army ROTC,
you have a job waiting for
you. The job of a second
lieutenant,.
You'll receive all the
privileges, prestige, and
responsibilities of a junior
executive.
You'll lead and
motivate people. And
manage the millions
of dollars of equipment
entrusted to \

So enroll in Army
ROTC today. You'll miss a lot
—and you'll be glad you did.
For more information,
contact Cpt. Graber,
656-3107 / 3108.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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{professor writes
Ipremiering play
wout Jefferson's
Volonial life
by Todd Dowell
staff writer
"In Pursuit of Mr. Jefferson," a
jmonodrama by drama and humanlities professor Jack McLaughlin,
[plays in Daniel Annex from. Nov.
[l5 through 20 at 8 p.m.
;
"Mr. Jefferson," McLaughlins
Isecond play, "explores the contradictions of Thomas Jefferson's
lersonality." His first, 'The Contact," "was a comedy that ran at *
rlollywood for quite a long time,"
McLaughlin said.
"My inspiration to do the play
was twofold," he said. "First, I have
[admired Jefferson a long time, and,
ndly, Jere Hodgin fits the part
[perfectly." Hodgin, the only perjformer in the play, is an assistant
[professor of drama at Clemson.
The one-character play uses
nulti-media, where music, projected images, and the voices of
■other characters are blended right
Into the plot. The recorded voices
[speaking with Jefferson are of his
■contemporaries, such as George
[Washington, Benjamin Franklin,
[Patrick Henry, and John Adams.
[Jefferson's literary works provided
Ian authenticity after which
| McLaughlin modeled the eighteenth[ century language used in the play.
[ "Dramatizing this complex personality is what I hope will make it
interesting," said McLaughlin. "He
I wrote the Emancipation Proclamation against slavery, yet he owned
■more than 100 slaves. He was called
Ian atheist, but he was fascinated
■with the New Testament. He was
Ian aristocrat who was also a revoluItionary." This was McLaughlin's
■basis for the title, 'In Search of Mr.
I Jefferson."

He is currently writing a
biography on Jefferson and his love
of building his estate, Monticello.
McLaughlin, who pursues many
other hobbies became inspired to
write his book, 'The Housebuilding
Experience," after designing and
constructing his own home in Clemson, which he claims was an extremely rewarding experience.
McLaughlin enjoyed good reviews
for his book, which traced the
movement of owners building their
own houses, including Jefferson's
Monticello. 'That was when I really
became involved with Jefferson,"
explained McLaughlin.
McLaughlin and Jefferson share
similiar interests. For example, their
adoration for building is very unique, as Jefferson said, "Building is
my chief delight." Jefferson, like
McLaughlin, was a prolific writer,
leaving over 40,000 letters and hundreds of public documents. In addition, Jefferson gardened a personal
orchard as McLaughlin does now. "I
have 50 different varieties of apples
growing in my back yard," said
McLaughin."Another resemblence,"
added McLaughlin's wife, Joan, "is
that they are both rationalists who
value the life of the mind."
McLaughlin and his wife,
who is an associate professor of
English, have been at Clemson for
14 years. Their two children recently graduated from college; one attended Clemson and lives in South
Carolina and the other works in
California. McLaughlin received his
undergradaute degree from Temple
University, then worked as a journalist for a press association before
attending U.C.L.A. for his master's
and doctoral degrees.

Jack McLaughin, a Clemson professor, has written the play "in Pursuit of Mr. Jefferson"
which will premiere Nov. 15. The play is a monodrama and will be performed by Jere Hodgen.
(photo by Mark Bailey)

Grants, loans, work-study provide financial assistance
by Mary Shveima
features editor
There are three types of financial
aid available besides scholarships to
the student who needs financial
assistance. These options are
[grants, loans, and work-study
| program.
Grants
The largest and most visible form
Iof financial aid is the Pell Grant.
I Eligibility is based on need and the
■amount awarded can be as large as
[$1800. The Pell Grant is awarded
I nationwide and is funded by the
I federal government.
decent congressional action inIcreased the amount in the pro[fpam," said Marvin Carmichael,
jwector of financial aid. 'The Supplemental Appropriations Bill will
[supplement $140 million to the proIgram. Even though the President

[Ronald Reagan] vetoed the bill,
Congress decided to override it.
The Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant (SEOG) is a small
amount of money ($250-$400)
awarded to students by the university financial aid office. Eligibility is
also based on need.
'The SEOG program is smaller
compared to others," said Carmichael, "and the program was also
cut 40 percent this year."
Neither grant has to be paid back
and students must apply by May 1
for the Pell Grant and February 15
for the SEOG to be considered.
Loans
The Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL) program is the biggest loan
program available through the
students' state of legal residence.
Eligibility is based on need and the
loans do not have to be paid back
until after the students' departure

gram (CWSP) provides part-time
from school. The loans are repaid
on-campus jobs for full-time
with 9 percent interest added on.
students. Eligibility is also based on
The National Direct Loan
need and wages are paid by the
(NDSL) program provides loans
university biweekly. The number of
with no interest while the recipient
is still in school. Six months after hours worked depends on the stuleaving school, repayment begins dent's eligibility and request.
'This is the strongest program,"
with 5 percent interest added on.
Eligibility is based on need and the- said Carmichael. "It provides compensation and valuable work exmaximum amount awarded is $1500
perience; benefits employers since
a year.
students work with a low rate of
"We expected a big reduction in
compensation [the government
the program," said Carmichael.
underwrites 80 percent of the
"However, there was a slight insalaries]; and builds stronger ties
crease. Notification of renewal to
between students and the departstudents receiving the loan was only
recently. Students who applied and ments since there is a sense of comstill need the loan for the spring mitment and bond."
The CWSP was cut 60 percent.
semester are being considered."
The GSL for South Carolina Therefore, students who applied for
renewal were given first considerastudents should be applied for by
tion since there was an obligation to
May 1 for the 1983-84 school year
and the NDSL should be applied for them, according to Carmichael.
Students should apply for the
by April 1.
The College Work-Study Pro-

CWSP by April 1.
Applying
"Now is the time to be thinking of
next year," said Carmichael. "We
are not expecting the forms until
January. Students applying for
scholarships, grants, and anticipated renewals should do so before
Feb. 15. The GSL forms will be
available in mid-March."
Recent action by Congress
enables some students who are
receiving veteran's assistance (GI
Bill) to be considered for the Pell
Grant. Students should contact the
financial aid office to check if they
are eligible.
"We are also concerned about the
untimely funding notifications for
Clemson," said Carmichael. "It will
be the same situation next summer
but it is beyond our control. Complete awareness by everyone is
needed to help solve this problem."
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Delay in aid isn't fair
Financial aid application forms will be about two months later than usual
this year. There are two major reasons.
The first is the Department of Education failed to present the family
contribution schedules to Congress on time.
The schedules calculate how much a student may receive depending on his
parents' incomes and contributions toward his education. The schedules are
essential in figuring yearly awards.
The schedules must be approved by the House, the Senate, and the
President. This process obviously takes time. There is a certain date set for the
Department of Education to turn in the forms. They didn't make it.
If students fail to turn in their financial aid forms on time, they don't get
money.
The other reason is an as yet unresolved lawsuit concerning FAF forms. The
Department of Eduction has begun printing the FAF forms anyway, because the
forms are already so late.
Last year, the distribution of money was held up because of slow
Congressional decision making. Students didn't know until the last minute
whether they had money or not.
According to Marvin Carmicheal, university financial aid director, the
financial aid office has not received final figures on those grants as yet.
So the government isn't even finished with last year, and they're holding up
this year, too.
Delaying the forms throws a lot of work on the university financial aid
office. They must process forms, send incomplete or incorrect forms back to
students, and then reprocess returned forms in half the time with the same
amount of staff as usual.
Another effect of the delay is a delay in processing and therefore a delay in
the dispersion of money.
Students must complete the fairly complex forms completely and accurately
within a month. They are rushed and worried about receiving aid.
If students don't receive the money they need, they can't attend school.
Students need to know if they're going to get help, so they can make alternate
plans if the aid doesn't materialize.
Students should not be kept hanging until the last minute. It's not fair. •
Congressmen in Washington obviously don't realize what it's like not to
know where the money for the next semester is coming from. They should think
about it.

Crackdown ought to continue
Misuse of student activities cards is a problem that affects the entire student
body. The recent crackdown on their abuse in obtaining football tickets is a good
idea that ought to be continued and even expanded.
The student-government sponsored crackdown is aimed mainly at students
who have duplicate cards. By reporting an activity card as missing, a student can
obtain a replacement for a small fee. But that is not the problem. The problem
arises when students obtain replacement cards and then sell or lend them to nonstudents and underclassmen.
These activities-card abusers crowd into Death Valley on Saturday
afternoon, pushing upperclassmen into the upper deck and forcing freshmen into
section GG — the green grass.
The present crackdown has stopped a lot of the misuse, but it -shouldn't end
with the football season. Basketball and concert tickets can be just as popular,
with the same potential for abuse.
We hope student government joins with the athletic department and the
Union to continue this crackdown on activity card misuse.
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HEYJWAlfi 1 W/LU HAVE THE HoNCY FOR,

ig

TUITION AND HOUSING, got I HAD TO SGtfD /AY PORM
IK) LATE! STOP! TH6" CHECK \S IN THE M(\ILj .„

Footnotes
"Bring in an issue of Penthouse, and I'll show you where the meat is.
"—Hank Nuwer, assistant professor of English, telling his journalism class where|
to look for investigative reporting.
". . . an old, rich man who wants an adorable,
blond."— unidentified student describing her "right man."

housebroken]

"If you haven't tried being the other sex yet, don't knock it. "—Dana Hanson |
discussing transsexuals.
"I didn't turn him in. But if I had, I would not have been wrong."—NC State!
football coach Monte Kiffin in Sports Illustrated denying he reported Danny Ford]
to the NCAA.

It is time for speculation
on NCAA probation to end
by Cindy Powell
editor in chief
Clemson's carefully kept silence about
its possible NCAA probation was shattered
again this week when The Washington
Post's talkative "sources" began giving out
more information.

Viewpoint
First came.the news that the NCAA isn't
the only organization that is looking to
punish the university for football recruiting
violations. The Atlantic Coast Conference
has decided to get in on the act too, with a
probation of its own.
And the ACC's probation could wind up
being even more painful than the NCAA's
because it's probably going to keep the
Tigers out of a bowl game this year.
Then Thursday morning The Post came
out with another story that quotes "sources"
as saying that the NCAA has decided to
put Ciemson on a two-year probation that
will prohibit it from making bowl and
television appearances, limit its
scholarships, and prevent the university
from doing who knows what else.
We've been listening to these "sources"
speculate on Clemson's status with the
NCAA for almost two years now, but
never have they seemed as positive as they

do now.
Maybe that means this thing is finally
coming to an end. I hope so, because
frankly I'm tired of hearing about it.
For 18 months Ciemson and probation j
have been the big topics not only in SoutnJ
Carolina but all over the country. Who c
forget ABC-TV's wonderful expose on
Ciemson during halftime of the Pitt-Penn I
State game last fall? And lately it seems 1'
can't turn on the television without seeing!
"Ciemson" in flashing blue lights at the ton
of a probation poll on "ABC Nightline" or|
an entire feature on the Tigers rise to
national prominence on "NFL Today.
I couldn't even escape it when I went to j
St. Louis a couple of weeks ago. The veiyj
first time I turned on the radio I was
greeted with the news that Ciemson was
meeting with the NCAA Committee '
Infractions in a Chicago suburb. And
anytime I told someone I was from
Ciemson I heard "you have a pretty good
football team; too bad what they're goinS
to do to you."
I gave up trying to tell people that
Clemson's not on official probation yet.
Who would have believed it anyway? .
It's time for this probation thing to endj
The rumors and the speculations have f
on too long and Ciemson University s
reputation has suffered too much.
No national championship is wor th this-
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;ooper Library goes 0-6-1 in ACC competition
weeks ago, there was a letter to
editor criticizing the type of PR
mson gave itself on TV during the
:time shows during the Georgia and
fcston College footall games. The letter
Mcized tne Clemson spot for its emphasis
I athletics and lack of recognition of our
IgUent academic programs.
A tew

Letters
I agree with this wholehartedly. There
ieveral things that could be made
j about the library, such as the
utiful and spacious physical facilities or t outstanding record in agricultural
nent delivery.
However, within the academic
imunity itself we need to make known
] far we still must go in order to achieve
Jemic excellence. Take, for example,
[library holdings. If we were to compete
i the other universities in the ACC, how
Jo1 we stack up?
or purposes of demonstration, I will
^itrarily give each ACC library one
hdown, and extra point for every half
lion volumes and one field goal for
; half million micro-units (cards, fiche,
or reels),
[you are curious, these figures can be
nd in the latest edition of the American
■ Directory. Here's what the scores
ild look like for the ACC race:
uke 45, Clemson 7; Georgia Tech 13,
hson 7; Maryland 14, Clemson 7; NC
;16, Clemson 7; UNC 41, Clemson 7;
nia 28, Clemson 7; Wake Forest 7,
ison7.
Steve Johnson
Head of Aquisitions
R. M. Cooper Library

he-dimensional
Your last issue carried an excellent
jtorial on the need to tighten up academic
ilatiohs applying to athletes. "It would
nice," your editor wrote, "to know that
; talented college athlete is a legitimate
Jdent as well."
■Then I turn to the sport pages, same
pie, where I find a "Player Profile" of the
' talented Cliff Austin. Big story, much
bee, but not a single word in it about Mr..
istin as a student. What is he studying at
ison? What courses does he particularly
Ijoy? What are the problems encountered
7 a student who puts in long hours on the
jactice field? What kind of support for his
ademic studies does Austin get from the
lletic department? From his coaches?
j>m Joe White and his hard working staff
f academic advisers?
lightening up academic regulations won't
fean much if you continue to portray

talented young men and women as onedimensional figures. This is one of those
cases where you have met the enemy and
they are you! .
Alan Schaffer

Apathy?
I hear your plea and answer. The opinion
article was keening for more letters to provide relief for hard pressed staff writers.
'Talking Vending Machines" is all too poignant an example of the strained creativity
for me to stand idle.
Let me first begin with the above mentioned article concerning student apathy.
Our student newspaper states "Student
apathy is running rampant at Clemson." As
a member of the student body, I am sorely
insulted. I think I speak for most when I
say we are not apathetic. The Tiger simply
needs to address important issues.
Remember the response to Wade Warr's
accusations of devil worship within the
Society for Creative Anachronism?
Remember the even larger response to the
Marshall Tucker Band's being termed as
"washed up" and "redneck rock.".And you
call the campus apathetic? Where is your
sense of priorities?
Tom Bartlett

Wetheridge better
Brian Wetheridge returned to England
Friday, Nov. 5 after a five-week stay in
Greenville General Hospital recovering
from a motorcycle accident. His doctors
believed it in Brian's best interest that he
recuperate at home. Before he left, he
cheerfully assured me he would return soon
and made me promise to make all his
friends write. Please write him and address
your cards and letters to:
Brian Wetheridge
54 Greenside Road
West Croyden
Surrey CRO-3PN
England
Trish Morgan

Sincere thanks
We would like to express through your
newspaper a sincere thank you to all staff,
IPTAY members, and numerous friends
who made us so welcome at Clemson after
the accident our son Brian sustained.
We thank you for your faith, your
prayers, and your sincere good will. Your
kindness we will never ever forget.
Brian is returning to England for further

the Center for Defense Information, a
Washington-based organization which he
claims supports a strong national defense
but which in actuality spends most of its effort lobbying against it.
Professor Bennett presented quite a bit of
The H. A. Wetheridges
information, some factual, some wrong,
and most of it distorted. He pooh-poohed
the idea that the KGB is pushing the freeze
movement, despite the persuasive evidence
in the October 1982 Readers Digest (and
I am sure there will be a news report
elsewhere) which cites names, dates, and
somewhere on the "Adventures in Chinese
circumstances, and would have his audience
Song and Dance" performed by the Youth
believe that the threat to world peace and
Goodwill Mission of the Republic of China. security is not the Soviet Union but rather
But I feel it necessary to make a personal
the Pentagon and the Reagan administration in general.
comment.
It was a perfectly beautiful performance,
It would take several columns for me to
and I mean perfect. The gorgeous costumes, correct the misinformation that was given
the breath-taking rhythm and skill of the
to an impressionable young audience that
seemed entirely persuaded on the virtues of
dancers and their eclat and good humor
a freeze. If other U.S. audiences are hearing
were a delight to behold.
There were 14 students and two prothe same type presentations, it is not surfessors composing the Mission. They were
prising that nuclear freeze resolutions are
here two years ago, and if they return in
being approved. In my opinion, the chances
another two years, my comment is "don't
of a nuclear war would be increased rather
miss it." It was such a beautiful way to pro- than decreased by an immediate freeze
mote international understanding, and it
unless we are willing to accept communist
domination without even a struggle.
was free too.
At the reception afterward, the perIf Professor Bennett's visit was indeed
formers were all smiles and seemed more
sponsored by university departments as
interested in meeting and talking to us
advertised, then it seems that a similar proAmericans than in the refreshments. They
gram to present the other side of such an
very graciously handed to each person they important issue is in order. Otherwise, the
met small gifts bearing the emblems of the
university should dissociate itself from ProRepublic of China and the Goodwill Misfessor Bennett's visit and leave the onus for
sion, and with one accord, they said,
such a biased presentation with the Clemson Alliance for Peace, whose viewpoint he
'Thank you for coming." They stole the
represents.
words right out of mouth.

treatment. When he is restored to health,
he will one day return to Clemson and the
life he loves.
Every good wish to all, and thank you
for everything.

Great performance

Lucile Watson

Credibility lacking
I consider myself to be well versed in
nuclear weaponry matters by virtue of
many years of direct association with
nuclear weapon development, assembly,
storage, training, transportation, command
and control, and planning, so I attended
the public meeting at Clemson on Nov. 4 to
hear what nuclear freeze advocate, Phillip
Bennett had to say. It was advertised as being sponsored by Clemson's departments of
history and political science and the Clemson Alliance for Peace. A member of the
Alliance introduced the speaker but no
faculty members, if present, made
themselves known.
I found Professor Bennett to be a personable individual, with a.persuasive manner of delivery, but also to be a selfappointed "expert" sadly lacking in credibility.
He has not served in the military and has
no experience with nuclear weapons. His
total expertise, as he admitted, comes from
reading unclassified literature, largely from

est your I.Q. with a Tiger quiz
' by some strange twist of fate you
naged to miss a test this week, your
|dy skills might be getting a bit rusty.
Pe Tiger wants to prevent this, so we're
pnng this short quiz on university trivia
pur annual academic service project.
IWhu b the president of the university?
i a) Danny Ford
[b) Bill McLellan
c) Bill Atchley
d) Kirby Player
Ie) Jody Foster
Who will soon be out of a job?
-a) Danny Ford
b
> Bill McLellan
_ ■
| c> Bill Atchley
[d) Kirby Player
ie) Jody Foster

Which is most time consuming?

a) pre-registration
b) finding the right book in the library
c) parking on campus
d) growing an oak tree
Who owns the $50,000 Ferrari?
a) Homer Jordan
b) Bill McLellan
c) I.M. Ibrahim
d) Danny Ford
What do you have to do to belong to a
frat?
a) Steal a cow while collecting buckshot
b) Run naked around Johnstorte
c) Wear a pink-striped short-sleeved
jacket with a bow tie
d) Be able to barf like a gentleman
What is in the center of Death Valley?

a) Dick Crum's "Carolina Blue" sweater
b) Danny Ford's chaw
c) Homer Jordan's parking place
7. Student Senate is to university policy
as:
a) IPTAY is to academic affairs.
b) Tigertown Tavern is to culture.
c) Bill Atchley is to original thinking.
8. Orange is to Clemson as:
a) The administration is to efficiency.
b) Madras plaid is to wide hips.
c) Scum is to the reflection pond.
9. The noise level in a Johnstone room is
a) inversely related to the quality of
sound, i.e. AC/DC is too loud.
b) increases exponently on the weekends,
c is a function of the number of tests
the occupant has that week.

Ray Smith

It takes time
Alyson's letter "Prejudice" was a neatly
expressed chain of thoughts about discrimination in the society on basis of color. It is
totally untrue that things are not going on
better than in the past. Being an international student of the minority color, I
would like to mention that the wave has
started; people have started accepting people of every community as equals.
The effect of the wave may not be very
high here, but, it shall take time and education to change the attitude of people. Our
vision in the college may be restricted by
a close circuited campus, Friday-night
beers, Saturday football games; or is it the
self-proclaimed mark of ego?
People in the minority are just small in
number and are not low in spirit. They
need not be encouraged by twofold advices
or the examples of "try, try, again," as we
all realize our potential in all fields of life.
Autar Krishen Kaw
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Entertainment
Willie and Waylon
combine efforts on
new album,'WWII'
recorded the Donna Fargo tune, I
'The Teddy Bear Song." Although!
the duo's verions doesn't quite meet]
Willie Nelson and Waylon Jenn- the one done by Fargo, it shows)
ings have joined their talents once careful mixing on the engineers'!
again on a new release — "Waylon & part.
Other songs on the album thai I
Willie: WW II." After the success of
their first duet album, both per- show good vocals and sound quality!
formers' fans demanded an encore are "The Year That Clayton!
performance. They have it in "WW Delaney Died," "Lady In The Har-f
bor," "Write Your Own Songs,"and!
II."
their version of Otis Redding'sl
'Dock Of The Bay." All of these!
songs possess strong guitar chords ]
as well as excellent bass.
Credit for the album also goes to I
Willie, as a solo artist, has been the producer , Chip Moman. Hel
on the charts recently with songs has done excellent work with!
from his summer release "Always careful mixing and blending of the]
On My Mind." Waylon has not seen two performers' voices. This album]
much recording lately other than has the needed engineering eff
some title songs for television that do country music justice as lar|
shows. However, they both have as sound variance and quality i
an excellent investment in their new concerned.
Both performers' decision to 1
album. Willie and Waylon should
release this album now was quite]
hit the charts again very soon.
The album consists of songs sung smart. Since Willie has been hot c
by Willie alone, Waylon alone, and the charts lately, both men stand a |
both of them singing together. The pretty good chance of having j
another successful album. I'm not]
best cut on the album is "Heroes,"
sung by both performers. For some sure if it will surpass the first album]
reason, this cut doesn't sound like they produced; but it will cornel
the typical, drawn-out country close.
I'm sure that Willie Nelson and]
song that we are all accustomed to
hearing. Rather, it sounds as if both Waylon Jennings will continue to]
men have put a great deal of time in make albums together. It is what!
it to nail it a top-40 song on the pop the people want. It is what country]
charts. "Heroes' appeals to the music fans want. Be on the lookout]
in about a year when Willie
listener's sense of pity.
Willie and Waylon have also Waylon bring us WW III.
by Robert Miller
staff writer

Album Review
Director Chip Egan, left, actor Jere Hodgin, center, and writer Jack McLaughlin, right,
rehearse for the upcoming production of "in Pursuit of Mr. Jefferson." (photo by Mark Bailey)

University premieres one-act play
by Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor
"In Pursuit of Mr. Jefferson," a one-man play, will
premiere Nov. 15 in Daniel Auditorium. The play, written by professor of English Jack McLaughlin, stars Jere
Hodgin, assistant professor of drama. The play will run
through November.
McLaughlin said he got the idea while doing
research on colonial America. He became interested in
Jefferson as a character, not just a colonial figure.
According to McLaughlin, the play was written
with Jere Hodgin in mind for the lead.
It's important for the actor in this type of play to
look like the character. I thought he had a remarkable
resemblance to Jefferson," said McLaughlin.

Chip Egan, drama professor, will direct the play,
which he terms "a multi-media production." The production will feature recorded voices, music, and projected
imdges to recreate such figures as George Washington,
Patrick Henry, Alexander Hamilton, and John Adams.
Students have done the behind-the-scenes work,
such as set construction and stage lighting. Students will
also be featured as the recorded voices as well as the projected images.
'In Pursuit of Mr. Jefferson" is the second production this season for the Clemson Players. Show times ar*
8 p.m. for all performances except for a Nov. 18 matinee
at 3 p.m. Seats can be reserved by calling 656-2476.
Tickets are free for students, $1 for faculty and
staff, and $2 for all others.

WSBF—FM prepares
new disc jockeys
by Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor
WSBF's board class was officially ended Oct. 27 when all
21 people who took the final test passed. According to Dorrie
Harlee, chief of staff, this was the first time the station had
conducted an extensive course.
'This is the first true class we've held so we don't really
have anything by which we can judge how well things went.
But we think it was successful," said Harlee.
The course covered production, news, station orientation,
as well as basic disc jockey skills.
Production involves everything that is recorded off the
air. This includes the automation taping, promotionals, and
news editing. The students were taught the basics of sound
mixing, which is done with the use of a sound board.
The participants were also schooled on the new format of
the station format. Being album oriented, the station is hoping
to set itself apart from top-forty stations.
Students were also introduced to radio news reporting.
The station is orienting itself more towards campus and local
news although it still airs a morning national news brief.
Harlee anticipates a good number of new disc jockeys
from the board class. "We already have eight new people on
the air, and I'm sure we'll have a few more before long," she
said.
The next board class is scheduled for the spring semester,
although a time has not been set yet. The course will probably
follow the same format, with classes meeting one night a week
r
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Nancy Snow (headphones) and Holley Deuser practice their broadcasting skills in a recent WSBF bm
class, (photo by Mary Owens)
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layers rehearse 'Mr. Roberts'
by Rip R"sse11
staff writer
The Clemson Players are rehearsing
tor their new release, "Mister Roberts."
, modern American classic, the film of
he same name featuring Henry Fonda
-md Jack Lemmon, will be very difficult
Coequal, but J. P. Marks, who plays one
L the leads, said he feels people who see
ie play won't be disappointed.
"People who have seen the film version will find some close similarities beween it and the play, but there are some
es that a movie can do that can't be
Jone on the stage, just as there is a
rial energy created on stage that a

movie just can't reproduce. That energy
will clearly be visible when we perform
"Mister Roberts," Marks said.
The play revolves around the title
character, Mister Roberts, who is executive officer aboard the AK 601 cargo
ship near the end of World War II. He
longs to see action in the war to prove to
himself that he has the courage to fight
in battle.
Roberts continually tries to get
transferred, but his captain continually
denies permission. The deep love and
respect Roberts' subordinate and even
superior officers have toward him sets
up some promising situations.
Marks said unlike "Bleacher Bums,"

which was a comedy, "Mister Roberts"
will touch the audience and leave them
in a very different, more serious frame
of mind.
Playing the title role of Mister Roberts
is Thorn Johnston. J. P. Marks will be
portraying Ensign Pulver. The role of
Roberts' captain will be played by Dave
Poore, and John Butler will be portraying "Doc," followed by about a dozen
other characters.
The play will run Dec. 1 through 5,
with nightly performances on weeknights, and two special performances
Saturday, Dec. 4. Admission is free for
all Clemson University students, $1 for
faculty and staff, and $2 for others.

lemson needs miracle food operation
Wendy's. Besides, these are just sandwich places anyway.

by Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor
If you eat at any of the downtown establishments, you
We probably noticed the overabundance of some dishes,
fcuch as pizza, and the lack of other dishes, such as fresh
Vegetables.

Flip-Side
Let's face it, if you eat downtown with any regularity,
you have probably consumed your weight in pizza, pasta,
bread, and luncheon meat. You've washed it down with beer,
lea, coffee, or some strange concoctions that make witches
brew look tame. And most of the time the only motivation is
he eatery is within walking distance, and the food is
heap-sometimes not even that.
But we are more or less trapped into eating at these places.
t you are on the seven-day meal plan, you eat in the dining
liall. If you're not on the meal plan, and you don't go home on
he weekends, it's downtown. You might go to the strip —123,
but you almost have to have a car to get to McDonald's or

More pizza places than chuches.
There is a pizza glut. There are so many pizza places
delivering you have to dodge the delivery cars when you walk
out of the loggia. You can't walk downtown without seeing, or
smelling a pizza. Give me a break.
And what about sandwiches? Practically every establishment sells the little bread monsters. Bars sell them as a sideline.
Roast beef, ham, turkey, cheese. How much can you take
before you look like the Pillsbury doughboy, or feel like a
Richard Simmons reject.
More than just a salad
When you think of vegetables, do you think of a salad?
What about potatoes and beans and broccoli? French fries are
fine, but not all the time. Besides, they're fried. What about
homemade vegetable soup on a cold day?
What we need are restaurant owners willing to open
shops that sell more than pizza and sandwiches. We need open
air cafes where you can eat cheese and fruit and drink wine.
We need a miracle.

MT at MUSC

Tha Medical Technologist is responsible for the performance of
laboratory tests end analyses that aid the physician in
determining the nature, cause, and treatment of diseese.
The College of Allied Heelth Sciences offers two options by
which e student may enter the Medicel Technology Progrem.

Mime fault, I fear
Dr. Tom & Seus appeared in Tillman Hall
auditorium, Nov. 10. They performed their
own brand of classical mime, (photo by Rob
Biqqerstaff)

PRIDE
. HAS A RING TO IT.

•Fifteen Month Baccalaureate Degree Option
•Two Year Baccaleureete Degree Option
For further information write to:
Medicel Technology Program

r.

Medical University of South Ceroline
171 Ashley Avenue
Charleston South Carolina 29425

t

Applicetions are being eccepted now.
0" of many health programs offered by the College of Allied Health Sciences

PlFFIi

654-3000
SEE THE ENTIRE COLLECTION OF
HERFF JONES COLLEGE RINGS AT:

Go Hogstyle
Every Monday Night
5 pm 'til 1:30 prn

ALL DRAFT BEER and
SOFT DRINKS 34*
$

Pizza Buffet 3.75

DATE: WED., NOV. 17 TIME:

9 to 4:30

PLACE: Clemson Bookstore (Class of 1982 or 1983)
' HERFF JONES

n

Division of Carnation Company

$20.00 Deposit
LAST ORDER DATE FOR CLASS OF 1982
1983 ORDERS ALSO TAKEN,
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Union presents films of mirth, mayhem, murder
'
... ._: „. .
The Union movies for the next week include 'The Shining," "Pink Panther Strikes Again," 'Taps," and a double
feature of "Support Your Local Sheriff" and 'The Fearless Vampire Killers."

Entertainment Digest
'The Shining," starring Jack Nicholson and Shelly Duvali
is based on the Stephen King novel of the same name. It concerns a young writer who takes a job as a winter caretaker in a
Colorado hotel. Along with his wife and child, he soon finds
the hotel has a few spirits tucked away in its old gandeur.
Tickets are $1.50. Showtimes are Nov. 12 and 13 at 6:30 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m.
Taps," starring Timothy Hutton, concerns the attempt by
a group of young cadets to keep their school from closing.
George C. Scott plays the role of the commander who inspires
the young cadets to do what they feel is just.
'Taps" will be seen Nov. 18 through Nov. 20 at 7 p.m. and
9:15 p.m. Tickets are $1.50.
In 'The Pink Panther Strikes Again" the late Peter Sellars

Manilow set
Barry Manilow performs "in-theround" at Littlejohn Coliseum on
Saturday, Nov. 13. According to
Bill Mandicott, Union program
director, the show will be
"theatrical, as well as musical."
The concert, sponsored by the
CDCC and Beach Club Promotions, will begin at 8 p.m. and last
two and a half hours, with an intermission. Performing with the Central Wesleyan College Chorus,
Manilow is without an opening act.
As of Wednesday, 7934 tickets
had been sold. Tickets, which are
$15.25 and $12.75, will also be sold
on Friday at the Union Box Office
and on Saturday at Gate 5 of Littlejohn from noon until showtime.
'Ticket sales have gone well,"
said Mandicott. "We hope everyone
will support this event. If it is a
sellout, then promoters will be confident about bringing other big stars
to Clemson."

The show starts at 9 p.m. Donations will be accepted J
:-__,.„
:„„i„c^^nrrio.
1sPau.Inthis,
repeatsuhis
role of£.u„u..„„)
the bungling
Inspector Clouseau.
In this, the
the
fourth in the Panther series, Clouseau finally succeeds in run- the door.
ning his supervisor insane. Showtime is 8 p.m. Nov. 14. Admission is free.
"Support Your Local Sheriff" stars James Garner as a rov"Lord of the Flies," based on the classic by Willij,
ing adventurer who is made sheriff of a mining town. He succeeds in beating the bad guys and wins the hand of the mayor's Golding, will be shown in Lee Hall Auditorium on Tuesda.
daughter in marriage. 'The Fearless Vampire Killers" blends Nov. 16, at 7:30 p.m.
Ticket prices will be lower than those for Five DirectioJ
horror and humor into a movie about a professor out to
films, according to Carol Ward, sponsor of the series. U
destroy a family of vampires.
This double-feature can be seen Nov. 17 at 7 p.m. Tickets Directions season passes will not be honored.
are 50<t.
All shows are at the YMCA theater.

lord of the Flies' to be showj

Benefit presented in Edgar's

Kjnetjc Theatre in

concert

Clemson members of the national drama fraternity Alpha
Psi Omega present their fourth annual benefit for the United
Way on Tuesday Nov. 16 in Edgar's.
Performances include singing, comic sketches, and
dramatic readings. The performers include Laura Littlefield,
Teresa Davis, Mark Landers, Lemuel Pitts, Kelli Grant, and

The Kinetic Theatre of The Clemson Dancers perform i
Daniel Hall Auditorium on Friday Nov. 11 and Saturday Nov.l
The show, titled "Kinetic Collections" features ballet,
modern, and tap dance.
Concert times are 3:30 and 8 p.m. Admission is free.

CLEMSON OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
CHRISTMAS COMES EARLY IN CLEMSON

ALL SHEAFFER PENS & DESK SET
AND
ALL PAPERMATE PENS & PEN SETS

20% OFF
FROM NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
SHOP NOW AND SAVE
* ENGRAVING AVAILABLE

VICTORIA SQUARE 654-6396

Pkn Pay Shoes©
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.et Slow Children play
And Shazar's voice makes the lyrics seem
more important than they really are.
Side one of the album would be perfect if
"Suspense" weren't on it. The song is someone's ego trip and a listener's nightmare.
Since it's the last song on the side, it doesn't
prejudice the entire album.
"One More Trauma" is not a top-forty
classic, but it is a fairly decent song. It's not
the high-point of the album, but it set up the
album pretty well.
The strange percussion in "Late Night
Transatlantic" is almost irritating. The
average listener is so geared to such a constant beat, the drums on this song would
leave him anticipating drum beats that never
materialize.
_
A trick beginning to "Unplugging the
Vacuum" helps to make this song the best one
on the album. Following a fairly logical
musical sound, the song comes closest to being a "normal" sound.
"Vanessa Vacillating" is a foppish piece of
mental drival that, even if it isn't a bad song,
isn't important either.
Like a lot of groups, Slow Children has reused a song from its first album. "President
Am I," as found on this album, is an extended
version of the group's earlier song. It wasn't

[by Kavin Taylor
I entertainment editor
It hasn't been long since Slow Children
I ased its first album, about six months,
[ in that time the group has become bear. In fact, some of the songs on "Mad
tout Town" are radio playable.

[Album Review
\ctually, the album is pretty solid. There
few songs that shouldn't have been on the
hum, but this effort shows the group has at
jst attempted to court an audience.
IThe group's core is Pal Shazar and Andrew
nich, who write the songs, sing them, and
ke interesting album covers. This album
i the absence of David Beebe on drums,
\e replaced by Dave Scheff, who helped
hth one song on the group's original effort.
Bes Shear is back on guitars and Stephen
ieue is back on bass and synthesizers.
Sha?ar and Chinich have given us more
ies of halting rhythms, haunting vocals,
i social-statement lyrics. Most of the songs
1 with relationships, whether between two
Eople or between one person and a group.

Slow children
that great of a song when it was shorter, so
the extension was nothing more than poetic
license.
In fact, the entire second side just doesn't
seem to measure up to the first one. "Respective Sides" and Skill of a Caveman" are okay,
but they just don't seem to have the energy
the first side possesses.

"Missing Missiles" and "East Berlin by Rail"
close the album. The former sounds like a
cold, tenor version of Blondie while the latter
shows some pretty good guitar work.
Slow Children has demonstrated it has
growth potential. All the group needs is a little time to play.

GENERAI

Foods

iNTERNAliONAl CoflEES

"SparenSie30$"

AUSTRIAN STYU INSTANT COfFEE BEVERAGE

Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon.
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654-3000
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Food

FRENCH STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE

Smooth and light, French-style,

m

We Deliver—Free:
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Foods'

[ERNATiONAlCortEES

"Risparmia 30$

Good Pizza

WQa0uccino
!.- ,..^ . .IT Mrrrt nrucr

T
ITALIAN STYLE INSTANT
COFFEE BEVERAGE

Creamy rich, with an orange twist.
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Irish'Mocha'MmX

"Sdbhail 30$"
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I
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IRISH STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE

Delicious, like a chocolate after-dinner mint.
GENERA! Foods'
INTERNATIONAI Corri

_ NO APTOJOTMEOTS NECESSARY
AN INTRODUCTORY OFFIR TO NEW CUSTOMERS
With this Coupon
THE
PROFESSIONAL
PERM

NOW
ONLY

29

NOW
ONLY

95

$Q95

includes
Precision Cut and Style
[GOOD ONLY MON.-THURS.
9-12

Expires 11/17/ 82
ROGERS PLAZA
Li23BYPASS

GOOD ANYTIME
EXPIRES 11/18/82

SWISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE

Di«~h and
rinH chocolatey
<-hrv-nlnt(=>v Swiss.
Swiss
Rich

I

With this Coupon
PRECISION
HAIRCUT
(Shampoo and Style)
Regular price s10.95-s15.95

Regular price s45.00

Soisse Mocha

"Epargnez 30$"

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS

"Risparmia 30$

WCAFEAMAIQEIIO
ROMAN STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE

Delicateand aromatic, with just a kiss of amaretto flavoring.
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"Save 30$"
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Puerto Rico and U.S. Gov't. Install. Cash value: 1/20C
To the retailer General Foods Corp. will reimburse you
Coupon will not be honored if presented through outfor the face value of this coupon plus 7e for handling if
side
agencies, brokers or others who are nor retail
you receive it on the sale of the specified product and if
distributors of our merchandise or specifically authoupon request you submit evidence of purchase thereof
'iiMtb
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by us to present coupons for redemption. For
satisfactory to General Foods Corp. Coupon may not
redemption of properly received and handled
be assigned, transferred or reproduced. Customer
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mail to: General Foods Corp., P.O. Box
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musT pay any ssales tax. \foid where prohibited,
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You are invited to enjoy the friendly,
relaxed atmosphere of Edgar's
before and after the USC thrashing.
Edgar's offers low prices on
imported and domestic beers and
wines. Edgar's also proudly presents
"The Kick" Nov. 18, 19 and 20,
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
nights at 9 p.m. $1.00 admission.
Be there or be square.

Y-Movies: The Shining, Nov. 11-13,
1% 6:30 and 9:15, $1.50
?*!jfl0
"Taps" Nov. 18-20,
KisllCi
7 & 9:15, $1.50
Free Movie: Pink Panther Strikes
Again, Nov. 14, 8 p.m.
Movies in Edgar's: Fearless
Vampire Killers and Support
Your Local Sheriff, Nov. 17,
7 p.m., 50<t

cv*v

Holiday Craft
Display in
Art Gallery
in Loggia, Nov. 17,
2-5 p.m.
Game
Tournaments:
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

14—Backgammon
14—Chess
15—Table Tennis
16—8-Ball
17—Video Games

All tournaments start
at 6 p.m. in
the game rooms.

-QP*&>

An Evening with
Barry Manilow
8 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 13,
Little John Coliseum—
Tickets are $12.75
and $15.25

Travel. . . Dec. 4
Shopping and
Skating at
Eastland Mall
in Charlotte, N.C.
$7 (does not
include skating)
Nov. 19—Cruise
sign-up deadline
$125 deposit

Help construct
and eat a
50' Banana Split
in the Loggia,
Nov. 17, 12:30 p.m.

The Gutter
features —
Three Stooges
Flicks
Nov. 18,
8 p.m.
$1.00

Are you a
photographer?
Shoot some black
and white for a
change and
develop it yourself
in the University
Union Rental
Darkroom. Film
and paper
available—sign up
at info desk.
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Sports
Booters take three shut-out wins, ready for playoffs
by Alan Cannon
staff writer

>,

t

The soccer team closed out its
• regular season this past week with
wins over Furman, Maryland, and
Virginia. The Tigers, 5-1 in the
Atlantic Coast Conference and
' 17-1-1 overall, assured themselves
of at least a tie for the ACC soccer
crown.
The victories over Maryland and
Virginia put Clemson, now ranked
number four nationally, in a waitand-see position with the Duke Blue
, Devils, who are undefeated in
league play. The Blue Devils,
however, have two ties to their
debit, one against Maryland, and
tone against Virginia.
Clemson lost to Duke earlier in
the season at Durham. While Clemson's ACC schedule is over, Duke
v
must still face North Carolina and a
Tar Heel victory would give the
Tigers sole possession of the conference title.

vent Clemson from penetrating his
defense.
With 32:11 remaining in the second half, Tinsley scored the first of
his two goals. Vincent Chika crossed
a pass to Tinsley, who popped his
shot into the goal.
Six minutes elapsed before
Tinsley scored again, this time
heading a Lee goal kick in from two
yards. Lee placed the ball cleanly to
the unmarked Tinsley, who sliced
the ball in for the game's final score.
The Tigers' defensive play continued to impress coach I. M.
Ibrahim, as they have allowed only
eight goals this season.
"We've shut out everybody in the
ACC except Duke," Ibrahim said,
"and we held them to one goal. We
should have shut out everybody in
the ACC."

Virginia
T have no respect for their brand
of soccer whatsoever," Ibrahim said
Friday night after Clemson beat the
then-third-ranked Virginia Cavaliers.
'They don't belong in any top 10 at
Furman
Jamie Swanner recorded his 13th all."
These words followed a physical
shutout of the year to set an ACC
single-season record, while Danny soccer game in which 47 fouls were
Clavijo added two goals on the of- called, three oral warnings were
fensive end, to give the Tigers a 3-0 given, and two yellow cards were
issued. Clemson oriented its offense
, win over Furman Wednesday.
Mo Tinsley scored the first half's towards an outside attack, and was
lone goal on a penalty kick, and able to penetrate the Virginia
Danny Clavijo struck twice in the defense for a game-winning goal.
Neither team could mount any
second half, once on an assist from
John Lee, and once on a pass from serious offensive attack until late in
Maxwell Amatisiro, making the the first half. Tinsley took a pass
from Nash and dodged past, the
final scoring margin three.
Cavalier goalie. Tinsley pushed the
ball into the net for the score.
Maryland
Halfway through the second half,
Tinsley scored two goals and Lee
had two assists in Sunday after- Nash wrestled the ball from the
Virginia goalie, and missed a fivenoon's 3-0 win over Maryland.
Chuck Nash scored the opening yard-shot into an unguarded goal.
With 16:23 remaining, Maxwell
goal with 34:28 remaining in the
first half. Lee won a through pass Amatisiro received the first yellow
from the midfield, hugged the card of the game. Scarcely three
baseline, and flipped the ball to minutes passed before Cavalier
Nash. Nash took control of the ball Voga Wallace was also issued a
5 in midair, twisted around, and placed yellow.
Clemson stepped up its defensive
his shot in the lower left corner of
efforts in the second half and kept
the goal.
Clemson threatened twice more the Cavaliers from scoring, but
in the first half, once when Nash Ibrahim did not plan to do so with a
shot from 15 yards, and once when lead.
"Our plan was to keep right on
a Tinsley shot was tipped over the
attacking,"
Ibrahim said. "As the
crossbar. Both times, however, the
Maryland goalie was able to pre- game wore on, we started defending

Senior striker MO Tinsley, 10, keeps the ball away from a Maryland defender in the Tigers 3-0
win over the Terps last Sunday, with the win, clemson clinced at least a tie for the conference
title, (photo by Mark Bailey)
our lead too much, and that wasn't
in our plan.
'The reason the game was so
close is because they were fighting
to win the ACC championship.
They're out of it now," he said.
NCAA tournament bids will go
out Monday, and should Clemson
receive one, its number-two ranking in the Southern Region would
force it to play the first round away

from home. Were the Tigers seeded
number one, however, they still
could conceivably play away from
home throughout the preliminary
rounds of the tournament, since
seeding is no longer a factor in
determining playoff game location.
While seeding is still an important factor in determining where
tournament games are to be held,
other variables such as quality of

facilities and average attendance are
important.
"Well have to wait and see who
and where we'll be playing,"
Ibrahim said.
'This team and many others I've
coached has what it takes to win it
all," Ibrahim said. "This game takes
a lot of luck, and well just have to
see whether Clemson gets the
breaks or not."

ACC probation would rule out post-season play
by Jim Gilstrap
sports editor

if

The Atlantic Coast Conference
has voted to place Clemson's foothall program on probation for two
years, according to reports published in The Washington Post and
The Greenville News.
Issued for recruiting violations,
the penalty denies Clemson bowl
appearances and conference television revenues during the next two
years.
The loss of television revenues
'or such a period could cost
Clemson more than $1 million.
Post-season play will definitely
he negated unless Clemson appeals
to the ACC and is successful, The
Greenville News reported. Sources
told The News that such an appeal
would be heard by the ACC before
Nov. 20, the first day to accept

bowl bids.
Neither the ACC nor Clemson has
confirmed it, but the ACC told
Clemson more than two weeks ago
that it was going under two years'
probation, The Post reported.
ACC Commissioner Bob James
was unavailable for comment
Wednesday morning and was "out
of town" that afternoon.
Francis
Marvin "Skeeter" Francis, ACC
assistant and service bureau director, was available, and he commented on the matter.
"I don't know where The
Washington Post got that story, but
we're staying away from it completely," Francis said. "I think
everyone is making speculations
and searching for different angles to
approach the Clemson investigation

as a whole."
Clemson has maintained a policy
of silence during the NCAA probe,
and it appears that the ACC is currently adopting a similar policy.
"Our stand is that we just can't
comment on it at all," Francis said.
"If we said something, everybody
would interpret and print it differently in all the papers, and that's
not good."
Could the ACC step in and deny
Clemson television revenues and a
bowl appearance?
"Sure, all of these things are
possible," Francis said. 'The commissioner has the authority to
penalize or to fine any school or
player, if he deems it necessary."
The commissioner, however,
doesn't work alone. The conference
is run by the presidents of the institutions and the faculty represen-

den unexpected move by the ACC,
if such a move has been made.
"If the ACC stepped in, you
wouldn't call it sudden," Francis
said. "You have to understand that
the ACC has had just as long as the
NCAA to look into the matter," he
said. "No one realizes this because
we're on the conference level and
don't operate like the NCAA.
"And if the conference decides to
take action against an institution, it
usually sends representatives to an
NCAA hearing to recommend that
certain steps be taken."
The NCAA held a hearing recently
to discuss possible recruiting violations by Clemson's football program.
Did the ACC present a case at the
hearing?
"I think you're trying to add two
and two together on that one,"
Quick move
There is the question of the sud- . Francis said.

tatives.
The eight faculty representatives
decided Clemson's penalty, according to The Post.
Four ot the faculty representatives make up an Executive Council, the group that would listen to
Clemson's appeal, if such a thing
happened. The commissioner
makes the final decision, but he is
advised by the Executive Council.
Dr. B. J. Skelton, Clemson's
faculty representative and ACC
secretary-treasurer, wasn't in his office Wednesday afternoon and isn't
expected to be in until Monday.
Athletic Director Bill McLellan
and University President Bill
Atchley were also unavailable for
comment.
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TWO GRAND
PRIZEWINNERS
WILL BE
SCHUTZ'S GUESTS
IN TORONTO
FOR THE LAST
PERFORMANCE OF
THE WHO'S 1982
NORTH AMERICAN TOUR.
This may be your last chance to see in
person one of the world's great rock
legends. Be there.
Schlitz will send 2 winning couples (winner plus
a friend) to Toronto. You'll receive airfare, hotel
accommodations in Toronto for 2 nights, tickets
to THE WHO concert, dinner both nights in
superb Toronto restaurants, a souvenir album,
limousine service to and from the concert and spending money.

Schlitz is back with the taste that's rocking
America. Try the clean refreshing taste of
Schlitz... or pour yourself the new Schlitz
Light, brewed light to stay light all night long.

r

Box 4290
Libertyville, IL 60048

"THE WHO" 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES OFFICIAL RULES, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
1 To enter hand print your name and address on the ollicial entry form or on a 3 x 5 piece of paper and mail to:
THE WH01982 Tour Sweepstakes, PO Box 4290. Libertyville. Illinois 60048 ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY
NOVEMBER 30. 1982
2. No purchase required Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately
3 Winners will be selected in a randomdrawmg conducted by H. Olsen & Co . an independent |udging organization.
whose decisions will be final Grand prize winners will be notified by December 10th. all others will be notified by
January 31,1983 All 552 prizes, worth approximately $16,000 00. will be awarded Limit one 111 prize per household.
Odds of winning determined by the number of qualified entries received
4. Sweepstakes limited to residents of the USA. except employees and their immediate families of Stroh Brewery
Co.. its affiliated companies, advertising and promotional agencies, and H. Olsen & Co.. other suppliers, and
wholesale and retail alcoholic beverage licensees and their families. Sweepstakes void where prohibited or
restricted by law Entrants must be of legal drinking age in their state of residence at time of entry Any taxes are the
sole responsibility of the prize winners
5. All entries become the property of the Stroh Brewery Co .and none will be returned Winners will be notified by
mail No substitution of pi izes Taxes on prizes are the responsibility of the winners
6. Thegeographic area covered by THE WHO 1982 Tour Sweepstakes is nationwide with approximately 5.000 retail
outlets participating For a list of Grand and First Prize winners available after January 31. 1983. send a separate,
self addressed stamped envelope to THE WHO" 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS LIST. PO Box 4290.
Libertyville. Illinois 60048

"
"i
THE WHO 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES

Name.

Ipleasepnntl

Address.
.State.

City
Zip.

.Phone No..

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 30th, 1982
TO BE ELIGIBLE.

L.

31982 JOS SCHLITZ BREWING COMPANY MILWAUKEE Wl
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Tigers top UNC to set up showdown with Terps
by Jim Gilstrap
sports editor
Coming into last Saturday's Clemson-North Carolina
game, it was the Tar Heels who sported a set of impressive
statistics on the national level.

Trailing the Tiger
The Heels were fifth in total offense, eighth in rushing offense, and ninth in scoring offense,
UNC was also second in pass defense, third in total
defense, sixth in scoring defense, and eighth in rushing
defense.
After Saturday's game, the Tar Heels appeared to own the
most impressive statistics once again.
On offense, UNC racked up 23 first downs and piled up
389 yards. Carolina averaged better than five yards per play,
while the Tigers managed only 3.5 yards per play.
On defense, the Heels gave up a mere 90 yards passing
and only 266 total yards. The Tiger defense had high totals in
but one category — missed tackles.
However, North Carolina left Death Valley with a loss.
Clemson exited with a win.
North Carolina could boast and talk about its high
numbers and overall superior performance. Clemson could
point to the scoreboard. Its message, 16-13, favored the
Tigers.
With that in mind, there is a moral to the Tiger-Tar Heel
story. Being outplayed and winning is a helluva lot better than
playing good and losing.
Examine the evidence. Clemson, 6-1-1, is ranked 10th and
11th respectively by the UPI and AP polls. The Tigers play
Maryland this Saturday, and the winner will clinch at least a
tie for the Atlantic Coast Conference championship.
North Carolina is now 5-3 and ranked only in the UPI poll
at 19th. The Tar Heels spent the first six weeks of the season in
the top 10 in both polls.
But wait. Don't get me wrong. I'm not saying the Tigers
played badly against UNC. Clemson simply did what it had to
do to win the game. That doesn't mean, however, that Clemson is a better team than North Carolina. The Tigers' performance just didn't convince me of that.
Then, why did the Tigers win?
Clemson bettered North Carolina in many areas that
ultimately determine close football games.
Startling stats
First, in most close games, coaches will tell you that the
kicking game is often the deciding factor. Give Clemson the
edge.
The dependable foot of Bob Paulling booted two field
goals of 46 yards with the latter giving Clemson its final
margin of victory. Paulling also added a 43-yard three pointer.
And don't forget the punting. Dale Hatcher averaged 44.5

Clemson-Maryland

CLEMSON

7
17
21
24
48
49
38
16

Georgia
Boston College
Western Carolina
Kentucky
Virginia
Duke
NC State
North Carolina

LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
SE
QB
FB
TB

NO
2
89
68
78
70
63
52
58
62
61
74
59
81
85
15
28
14
17
27
27
7

NAME
FRANK MAGWOOD
Kendall Alley
GARY BROWN
Alex Hudson
JAMES FARR
Steve Resse
CARYMASSARO
Dale Swing
BRIAN BUTCHER
Andy Cheatham
BOBMAYBERRY
Reid Ingle
K. D. DUNN
Bubba Diggs
JEFF STOCKSTILL
Rod McSwain
MIKEEPPLEY
Anthony Parete
JEFFMcCALL
Kevin Mack
CUFF AUSTIN

31
18
23
26
38
52
49
31
18

13
17
10
0
0
14
29
13

Penn State
West Virginia
NC State
Syracuse
Indiana State
Wake Eorest
Duke
North Carolina
Miami, Fla.

Chuck McSwain

Maryland
Though unexpected, it is a familiar position for the Terps,
who dominated ACC football under former coach Jerry
Claiborne in the '70s.
Under new head coach Bobby Ross, the Terps have jelled
into a powerful team. With a large group of returning veterans
and a new offensive scheme, Maryland is 7.2 overall, with impressive wins over North Carolina and Miami of Florida. The
Terps are also 4-0 in the ACC.
Thus far, offense has been the Terps' strong point.
Averaging 32 points per game, the Maryland offensive attack
is keyed by its run-pass versatility. The Terps average 204
yards per game on the ground and 209 yards passing.
Junior running back Willie Joyner averages 101 yards per
game and leads the ground attack, while quarterback Boomer
Esiason, a scrambler and dangerous passer, directs the air
show.
Favorite offensive weapons are screen passes, draws, curl
routes, and short passes in the flat.
Yes, the Clemson defense periodically has big trouble with
such things.
On defense, nine starters return to anchor the famous
wide-tackle six alignment. This defense, designed to stop the
run, currently gives Maryland a ranking of eighth nationally
in rushing defense.
However, the Terps appear to be weak against the pass.
Maryland is giving up 227 yards per game in the passing
department.
Then, what must Clemson do to beat Maryland?
On offense, the Tigers must establish their running game
and complement it by passing when needed. The Tigers have
depended on the running game all season, and it should come
through again for them.
On defense, Clemson must shut down either the running
or the passing game of the Terps. Take away the versatility.
Finally the Tigers must perform better than they have all
year. It's simple; Maryland has a good football team.
If the Tigers succeed in all of those areas, a win still won't
come easily. Clemson seems to have trouble against
Maryland. Even though the Tigers defeated the Terps to win
the ACC title last year, Clemson victories are scarce in recent
years.
Clemson has defeated Maryland only twice in the last 10
years. Let that sink into your minds.
I, however, think that by some miracle, Clemson will win
the game.
But who knows what will happen? I can think of only two
parties —the good Lord above and perhaps, the ACC. After
all, the ACC seems to have Clemson's future planned quite
well.

STANDINGS

39
19
6
3
0
31
22
24
17

Farts
AP Poll

UPI Poll

Clemson 11th
Maryland 18th

Clemson 10th
Maryland 16th

HGT
6-0
6-0
6-3
6-5
6-5
6-3
6-4
6-3
6-5
6-4
6-5
6-6
6-3
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-0
6-2
6-1
6-0

V VGT
1 89
1 82
2 44
2 65
2 30
2 30
2 35
2 30
2 55
2 50
2 54
2 55
2 15
2 20
1 80
1 90
1 85
1 90
2 25
2 10
1 95

CL
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.

POS
LE
LT
MG
RT
RE
RLB
LLB
LC
RC
SS

6-2

1 90

Sr.

NO
.

42
53
83
69
66
94
67
72
12
47
90
56
44
82
37
1
29
25
26
23
43
24

NAME
EDGAR PICKETT
Joe Glenn
JAMES ROBINSON
Vernie Anthony
WILLIAM PERRY
WILLIAM DEVANE
JIM SCOTT
Ray Brown
ANDYHEADEN
Roy Brown
JOHNNY REMBER1
Chuckie Richardson
OTISLINDSEY
Danny Triplett
TYRONE DAVIS
Vandell Arlington
REGGIE PLEASANT r
Randy Learn
TIMCHILDERS
JeffSuttle
TERRY KHNARD
Billy Davis

Maryland
Clemson
North Carolina
Duke
NC State
Virginia
Wake Forest
Georgia Tech

Maryland Offense

Clemson Del ense

FS
35

would almost guarantee a conference championship.
Wrong.
The Clemson-UNC game resembled a battle for the conference title, but for Clemson, the contest was only a stepping
stone toward league-leading Maryland.

League

Overall

W L T

W L T

4 0
4 0
2 2
2 2
2 3
13
0 5
0 0

7
6
5
5
5
2
3
5

MARYLAND

Clemson Offense
POS
FLK

yards on four kicks, including a 54-yard blast which rolled to a
stop at the UNC one-yard line. The Tar Heels' punter averaged
only 36.7 yards on three attempts.
Other determining factors in close games are turnovers
and penalties.
Clemson committed only one turnover, a pass interception early in the second half. UNC, meanwhile, gave the ball
up four times on two fumbles and two interceptions.
The Tigers were guilty of only three penalties, while the
Tar Heels were penalized five times. Two of those (UNC)
penalties continued Clemson scoring drives, and one cost the
Heels a fumble recovery.
The Tigers also created the big plays which usually lead to
victory in close games.
Flanker Frank Magwood made a spectacular touchdown
grab in the right corner of the east end zone.
Linebacker Johnny Rembert intercepted a Scott
Stankavage pass to deny the Heels a scoring opportunity just
before the first half ended.
In the second half, middle guard William Perry turned a
North Carolina reverse into a 12-yard loss.
Rembert blitzed through the UNC offensive line and decked
Stankavage to cause a fumble which tackle Ray Brown
recovered. The big play ended a fourth quarter Tar Heel scoring march.
Finally, one statistic stands out above all others. The Tar
Heels moved the ball well and amassed many yards but were
able to score only 13 points.
Why?
Much of the credit goes to the Tigers' offensive unit. The
offense controlled the ball for 18:23 in the second half, while
the UNC offense had the ball for only 11:37. Any genius knows
that it's difficult to score when you don't have the football.
When the Tar Heels were able to score, Clemson
countered on the ensuing possessions with scoring drives of its
own in both halves of play.
Clemson utilized the running game in its scoring marches
with Tiger backs gaining 209 total yards against a defense that
normally allows just 82 rushing yards per outing.
Still, many people said the Tigers were lucky to win the
game. Thanks to the Tar Heels, Christmas arrived early in
Death Valley. At least, that's what I heard after the game.
What if UNC starting quarterback Rod Elkins, who completed his first seven passes, had played the entire game? On
UNCs final drive, what if Victor Harrison had caught the
third-down pass which he dropped in the end zone?
What if UNCs Tyrone Anthony had caught the fourthdown pass which ended the Heels' last threat? You know UNC
could have easily kicked a field goal instead and tied Clemson,
don't you?
I heard it all after the game. It made me pretty sick.
Well, what if the upper deck had crumbled and crashed
down onto the playing field? What then?
No what if's about it, Clemson won. North Carolina lost.
At the beginning of the season, everyone associated with
Clemson football, even the fans, guessed that a win over UNC

HGT
6-3
6-1
6-5
6-3
6-3
6-2
6-5
6-4
6-5
6-1
6-3
6-3
6-3
6-4
6-1
6-0
5-10
5-10
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-4

WGT

CL

POS

NO

225
210
275
235
310
265
240
235
230
202
235
215
230
224
185
185
175
174
185
185
189
195

. Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.

WR

81
11
70
57
66
65
59
52
63
56
60
76
82
88
4
15
7
8
34
3
44
40

LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
WR
QB
RB
FB

NAME
DARRYL EMERSON
Mike Lewis
KEVIN GLOVER
Greg Harraka
RONSOLT
Ed Aulisi
DOUG MILLER
Vince Tomasetti
KEN LYNCH
Scott Tye
DAVID PACELLA
Brian Conroy
JOHNTICE
Ron Fazio
GREG HILL
Spencer Scriber
BOOMER ESIASON
Stan Gelbaugh
WILLIE JOYNER
John Nash
DAVEDADDIO
Rick Badenjek

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
3
4
4
6
6
4

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Maryland Defense
HGT
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-3
6-4
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-3
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-6
6-0
5-11
6-1
6-4
6-3
5-10
6-1
6-2
5-10

WGT
188
189
250
249
253
235
228
249
254
225
266
263
240
225
164
181
198
200
196
200
226
" 214

CL
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.

POS
OLB
LT
LG

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.

RG
RT
OLB
LH
LLB
S
RLB
RH

NO NAME
HGT
51 J. D. GROSS
6-0
2 Brian Baker
6-0
98 MARKDUDA
6-3
99 Jim Joyce
6-4
54 FRANK KOLENCIK
6-2
91 Tom Parker
6-2
95 TYRONE FURMAN
6-1
69 Rod Caldwell
6-3
78 GURNEST BROWN
6-4
79 Pete Koch
6-5
1 HOWARD EUBANKS 6-1
43 Joe Aulisi
5-10
6 LENDELL JONES
5-10
29 Bob Gunderman
5-11
53 MIKEMULLER
6-1
6-2
55 Eric Wilson
6-0
17 BILLMcFADDEN
24 Wayne Wingfield
6-1
6-2
37 JOEWILKINS
5-11
38 Bobby DePaul
23 CLARENCE
BALDWIN
5-11
5-10
27 Gil Hoffman

WGT
233
207
263
246
235
260
236
264
261
263
205
199
184
184
223
230
190
190
218
225

CL
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.

185
176

Jr.
So.
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Heated conversation
Head football coach Danny Ford, left, and NC State coach Monte Kiffin have a not-so-friendly
discussion after the Tigers' 38-29 win over the wolfpack at Raleigh three weeks ago.
The two coaches exchanged comments dealing with the NCAA's investigation of
Clemson's football program. Ford, who reportedly accused Kiffin of turning ciemson into the
NCAA, said afterwards, "Ain't no telling what I said after the game. But if I said it, I said it."
(photo by Alan Cannon)

Basketball teams play in scrimmages
by Cindy Fox
staff writer
Both the men's and women's basketball teams participated in game-type scrimmages during the past week.
The teams are using the games to prepare for their
season openers.
The men begin play Nov. 26 in the Alaskan Shootout in Anchorage. The women open at home Nov. 29
against Jackson State.
Men
Coach Bill Foster's squad traveled to Rock Hill
Tuesday night and defeated the Athletes in Action,
69-66, at the new Winthrop College gymnasium.
Sophomore center Raymond Jones iced the victory
with only 17 seconds remaining when he dropped in a
free throw to give the Tigers a three-point advantage.
Jones scored seven points and pulled down four rebounds inthe contest.
"I'm real pleased with Raymond's play," Foster said.
"We've had three scrimmages, and he's graded super in
all three. He's coming around nicely."
In the game, the Tigers led by eight on several occasions in the first half, and behind 58 percent shooting,
held a 40-34 advantage at intermission.
However, AIA battled back in the second half and
gave the Tigers quite a scare in the closing minutes of the
contest before losing by three.
Vincent Hamilton paced all Tiger performers by
scoring 14 points and grabbing eight rebounds. "It was
typical Vincent," Foster said.
Sophomore forward David Shaffer added 10 points
in the win.
"I think it was great for the guys to play against
somebody besides themselves; we've been doing that for
four weeks," Foster said.
"Overall, we're not where we need to be yet, but
we're young, and it's still early," Foster said.
Eight of the 12 Tigers who participated in the game
were either freshmen or sophomores.
Orange-Blue
Last Saturday, the Tigers played against each other
in the first of two Orange-Blue scrimmages in Littlejohn
Coliseum.
The Blue team got 23 points from Hamilton and
used strong rebounding by Clarke Bynum, Murray
Jarman, and 6-9 freshman Glen McCants to take a
74-68 win over the Orange team.
Freshman Anthony Jenkins played well and contributed 16 points for the Blue team.

For the Orange team, Shaffer and Jones combined
to score 38 points and to pull down 12 rebounds.
A big factor in the outcome of the game was the
three-point goal. The Blue team scored seven threepoint baskets, while the Orange team managed only
two.
"I am encouraged by the players' performances,"
Foster said. 'The kids are really working hard."
The final Orange-Blue scrimmage is scheduled for
Saturday morning prior to the South Carolina football
game. Starting time is at 10, and the public will be admitted free.
Women
The Lady Tigers took the court Nov. 5 for their first
Orange-White scrimmage.
The White team edged the Orange team, 64-63, on
the strength of 17 points and nine rebounds from
freshman Jacqui Jones. Cynthia Austin added 14 points,
and Mary Anne Cubelic contributed six assists.
Sophomore center Peggy Caple poured in 18 points
and grabbed 13 rebounds to pace the Orange team.
"It didn't seem like Peggy played too well, but her
statistics proved otherwise," coach Annie Tribble said.
"Well be seeing some good things from her this year."
Freshman Janet King and junior Sheila Cobb also
played well for the Orange team as they combined for 25
points.
Overall the team didn't look too impressive, according to Tribble.
It's difficult going against each other," she said,
"because we don't have that much of a difference in our
players."

Rugby Club loses
The Rugby Club traveled to Atlanta and lost 3-20
to the Atlanta Rugby Club last Saturday.
Atlanta took a dominating 10-0 lead in the first half
by scoring two trys and a conversion kick.
In the second half, Clemson's Dave Barnfield added
a penalty kick to make the score 10-3. Next, however,
Atlanta scored two additional trys and a penalty kick
for a 20-3 win.
According to team captain Frank Graziano, the
Tigers took an inexperienced squad to Atlanta because
of an unfortunate number of injuries. He complimented
the play of newcomers Grant Zerbe, Cleve Hall, Louis
Garcia, and Jim Kelly.

WITH *S PURCHASE AND ID
WE HAVE HACKY SACKS
We specialize in service, work you can count
on to be done right the first time at
reasonable prices. We have the only complete
Campagnolo Tool Kit in the state to service
your custom bike the proper way.
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Here's a great opportunity to try a delicious
loot-long sandwich from SUBWAY, and SAVE!
Purchase your favorite and get another FREE
during this SPECIAL OFFER.
JUST TEAR OUT THECOUPON BELOW, AND
MAKE TRACKS FOR TH E SUBWAY STATION
NEAREST YOU NOW!

NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
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Buy One |
Get One

.SUB
OFFER EXPIRES 11/17/82

THIS COUPON ENTITLES YOU TO
ONE FREE FOOT-LONG SANDWICH
WHENYOU PURCHASEANOTHERONEOF
COMPARABLE VALUE AT USUAL PRICE.
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT PARTICIPATING STATION BELOW:

101 COLLEGE AVE.
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English soccer player has
no regrets about coming abroad
by Pam Sheppard
staff writer
Only a small number of students would attend a university
which they knew nothing about. Even fewer would base their
decision on a friend of a friend's recommendation.

Player Profile
But when soccer player Mo Tinsley, a native of
Wolverhampton, England, was asked by a total stranger if he
would like to play soccer at Clemson, his answer was yes.
Dave Barnfield, a 1978 recruit at Clemson, lived across
town from me," Mo said. "We had a mutual friend who put
Dave in contact with me."
Dave had been asked by Clemson soccer coach I.M.
Ibrahim just two months before the 1979 fall semester to find a
player from the Wolverhampton area for the Clemson team.
"Dave got back to coach Ibrahim," Mo said. 'The coach then
came over and asked if I would like to attend Clemson on an
athletic scholarship."
After discussing the idea with his parents, Mo packed his
clothes and came to Clemson. Td never heard of Clemson and
knew nothing about university life or soccer in the United
States," he said, "but I came on Dave's recommendation; I've
never regretted coming here."

J*

Different style
Once Mo arrived at Clemson, he quickly noticed the difference between the United States and England. "University
soccer here is a different style from any I've ever played
before," he said. "It took me awhile to settle down."
During his freshman year, Mo was a little uncomfortable
with his role on the team because he played out of position all
season. "I was played at midfield, and I'm a striker."
He still managed to make the second-team All-Atlantic
Coast Conference with his performance, however, and was
the third leading scorer on the team with 11 goals.
As a sophomore Mo was one of three team members to
start every game and contributed 10 assists. He was not pleased
with his overall performance on the field, though.
"I really went through the sophomore slump," he said,
'looking back, I think it was pretty disasterous."
Then Mo made up for the disappointing sophomore year
as a junior, scoring 10 times, four of which were winning goals
for the team. 'It was a successful year for virtually everyone,"
he said. "We thought we were going to go all the way and win
the national championship, but our luck finally ran out against
Alabama A&M."
As a senior on the team, Mo has already broken the ACC
record for career assists with 32 and has scored 15 goals to help
with team's national ranking of fourth. "I'm playing with more
confidence," he said, "but there's still a lot of room for im-

provement."
Mo places little emphasis on the ACC assist record,
though. "Records aren't important. I could have been setting
up goals for somebody all year, and if he didn't score, I
wouldn't have broken the record," he said. 'It's a team thing."
No Nnamdi
Mo attributes a big part of the record and his success as a
player to Nnamdi Nwokocha, the team's two-time AilAmerican. 'Tor four years I've played with the best scorer
Clemson's ever had," he said. "If you set up any kind of chance
for Nnamdi, he's going to score, and that's why I had so many
assists."
But Nnamdi is no longer on the team. Under NCAA rules,
an athlete must take at least 12 semester-hours to play. Nnamdi
fell below the minimum 12 hours limit earlier this semester and
became academically ineligible. According to Mo, "it's a big
gap to have to fill. I've always played in his shadow, and
rightfully so because he's been our star player."
Now that there is not a shadow for Mo to stand in, he
must step into the light and continue to help the team to win.
'It's an opportunity for me to prove something to myself," Mo
said. "It would be nice if I could go on to the end of the season
and feel I've accomplished something without him."
As for the team, Mo thinks a total team effort could get
them a championship title with or without Nnamdi. 'Tor my
first three years he was irreplaceable, but this year we've got
six or seven people who score on a consistent basis," Mo said.
"Consequently, we don't depend on any one person to score
anymore, and I'd like to think we still have a change of winning the championship."
A champion coach
A big part of any champion team is a coach who
motivates the team members to play to their best potential
without expecting them to go beyond their capabilities. According to Mo, coach Ibrahim has filled the good-coach role.
"He doesn't profess that we win at all costs, but he expect
us to play the best we can and give 100 percent."
A strong relationship exists between Ibrahim and Mo,
both on and off the field, and Mo thinks the coach is greatly
responsible. "I've always got along with the coach," he said.
"He's concerned about the players and wants us to play the
best we can."
Mo considers Ibrahim fair in deciding what the players
are capable of and expects no more and no less. "He's very fair
in accepting the fact that if you go out and do your best and if
the other team is better than you, there's nothing you can do
about it."
Classroom
The soccer players are not only expected to do their best
and give 100 percent as an athlete; they must perform as

APPALACHIAN TRAIL
OUTFITTERS
PRE-SEASON SALE
ON DOWN JACKETS & VESTS
THRU NOV. 18

First Month
Free Rent
with 6-month lease
offer good 'til Jan. I, 1983
Isaqueena
Village Apartments
Call 654-3076
8:30 A.M. 'til 12 Noon
1 P.M. 'til 5 P.M.

1,1
Mo Tinsley
students, also.
Mo's 2.9 gpr is evidence of his desire to obtain a degree.
"When I came here, I had a very good attitude towards studying and classes," he said. "I want to get a degree; if I didn't I
would be going home at Christmas because there would be no
point in me staying for the spring once my eligibility is up."
The field of finance is Mo's career interest, and he hopes
to use his financial management degree at an insurance company in England. "When I came here I had just left working at
an insurance place," he said. "I was quite enjoying it, actually."
But, if the ideal career opportunity arises, Mo will not
hesitate to stay in the United States. "If someone came up and
offered me a sports-related job, I'd accept it in a minute," he
said.
Even though a sports-related job has top priority for Mo,
he still remains pessimistic in playing professional soccer. "I
don't anticipate playing in the United States," he said. 'They're
trying right now to improve the number of American players
so they can build as a nation."
Since the teams in England are undergoing financial difficulties, Mo does not anticipate playing there either. "If the
owner of the American teams wanted foreign players they
could go to the professional clubs in England to get some," he
said, "since the clubs over there are hurting financially right

CLEMSON

NOV. 20
4:30-8 P.M.
AFTER THF CHICKEN KICK1N

^*^ OYSTER ROAST ^
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AND
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DRINKING PARTY
ALL YOU CAN EAT AND DRINK
(BRING YOUR OWN OYSTER KNIVES)
$

6.50 PER PERSON

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE

GOLDEN
WOODS
PLAZA
"THE GREAT FUN SIDE OF CLEMSON"
815 CREEKSIDE DR.
654-1302
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Hugh McCoy Pastor
Shooting The King's Arrows

PHONE: 654-6427

We at UBC invite you
QUESTIONS ANSWERED FROM THE WORD OF GOD
1. How may I know that there is a God? John 1:14, 18; John
14:9-14, John 20:29-31; Romans 1:20; John 8:47.
2. How can I know that the Bible is true? John 5:39, 40; John
7:17; Acts 17:11, 12.
3. How can I understand the Bible? / Corinthians 2:9-14; John
16:13; Luke 11:13.
4. If a man does the best he can, will he not go to heaven? John
3:5, 6:36; Romans 3:19, 20; Galatians 3:10.
5. If a man honestly thinks he is on the right road, will he be condemned? Romans 3:3, 4; Acts 17:30.
6. Can't a man be a Christian without believing that Christ was
the Son of God? / John 5:9-13, 20; John 20:28-31; Matthew
16:13-18.

Don't miss it!

LUNCH

11:00 A.M.
TO
2:00 P.M.

7. Why was the death of Christ needed to save sinners? Romans
8:3; Galatians 3:10; Romans 5:12, 19.
8. What is the first thing to do in becoming a Christian? Matthew
11:28, John 6:29, 37; Acts 16:31.
9. What is the next thing? Matthew 10:32; Romans 10:9, 10;
Hebrews 13:15, 16.
10. Must I not repent? What is repentance? How can I repent?
Luke 24:46, 47, Acts 5:30, 31; Acts 20:21; Luke 15:17, 18.
11. How do I come to Christ? Isaiah 55:7; I John 1:1-3; Romans
10:8-17; Mark 10:49, 50.
12. What is it to receive Christ? John 1:11, 12; Romans 6:23; John
4:10; Ephesians 2:8.
13. Why do I need faith? Romans 10:17; Ephesians 1:12, 13; Luke
16:29-31; John 5:39, 46, 47; John 4:50; Luke 17:5.
14. How can I know that my sins are forgiven? Mark 2:5; Luke
7:48-50; Acts 13:38, 39; I John 1:9.
15. How may I know that the Spirit of God has come to me? John
16:8; I Corinthians 12:3; Galatians 5:22, 23; I John 3:14 and
24.

he Big One $1
Now Funnies Oscar Mayer All Beef 'Big One' is Only a
BUCK, that includes Mustard, Ketchup and Crisp Onions!!!
Take out, Eat in, or Free Delivery...
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But the LORD said to Samuel, "Do not
consider his appearance or his height, for
I have rejected him. The LORD does not
look at the things man looks at. Man
looks at the outward appearance, but the
LORD looks at the heart."
/ Sam. 16:7

Oscar

654-6469 V* POUND (*££fj
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Spikers win games

Runners fare well in
ACC championships
by Robert Miller
staff writer
Coach Sam Colson saw his men's
I and women's cross country teams
[ overcome another obstacle Oct. 30,
when the teams participated in the
Atlantic Coast Conference Championships in College Park, Md.
After numerous injuries to
1
members at both squads, both the
f men and women came away from
j Maryland victorious.
Women
'The women gained two things in
College Park," said Colson. "First,
we improved on our third place
finish that we had last year by
finishing second this year. Also, we
had improved point totals."
These two factors could prove to
be extremely important in the
women's bid to qualify for the
nationals.
"Our girls ran extremely well,"
added Colson. "We ran against the
best team in the country, Virginia,
that day, and the way they were
running, I don't think any team
could have beaten them. If they run
like that at the nationals, I can't see
any team beating them."
Outstanding performances at the
ACC meet were not rare. Stephanie
Weikert, Tina Krebs, Kerry Robinson,
and Judith Shepherd all ran the 15K
race in under 17 minutes.
'That's picking up and putting
'em down very quickly," said
Colson.
This was only the second competitive meet foe the women. They
look very strong going into the
regionals this weekend. The women
need a good showing, first or second place, in order to qualify for

the nationals.
Men
Colson had been worried about
all the injuries occurring to all of his
runners. But after a first place finish
in the ACC meet, he doesn't have to
worry anymore. "I think our men's
team is right where we hoped we'd
be," said Colson.
"I was very, very pleased with
our men's overall performance at
the ACC meet," said Colson. "We
faced so much adversity from the
other teams and still walked away
victorious."
The harriers ran without defending ACC champion Julius Ogaro.
He was resting up for the regionals
and nationals. However, Ogaro
will probably have to run in place
of Jeff Scuggins, who pulled a muscle at the meet.
Outstanding performances came
from Hans Koeleman, who won his
second individual championship
with a time of 29:31.7; Jim
Haughey, who placed third with a
time of 30:39.4; and freshman Stijn
Jasper, who finished fourth with a
time of 30:39.
This type of performance should
allow the harriers to have a strong
showing at the regionals.
The next meet for both teams is
the NCAA District III meet in
Greenville this Saturday.
According to Colson, "We're going to run this race to win
something, which is something we
haven't done in the past."
East Tennessee State usually wins
this meet, but they must watch out
for the Tiger cross country team. A
win in the regionals will wrap up
qualifying for the nationals.

Carol Hitrik, left, attempts to return a shot
in the Lady Tigers' three-game win over
Maryland, (photo by Rob Biggerstaff)

The Lady Tiger volleyball team benefited from the
home court advantage last Saturday night as they downed
Maryland in three games, 15-6, 15-9, and 15-9. The
match was Clemson's last at home, and according to
coach Margie Wessel, "everyone is finally coming around
and jelling together."
In all three games, the Lady Tigers dominated play.
"We just took control of the game and did what we had to
do to get the job done," Wessel said.
Carol Hitrik, Elizabeth Latto, and Cyndi Graf all
played well for Clemson. "Cindy still has a fractured
thumb," Wessel said, "but she's been doing real well for
us."
In five recent contests, the Lady spikers competed at
NC State, in the Maryland Invitational, at Virginia, Wake
Forest, and at Columbia.
At NC State, Clemson won the first two games 15 —10,
and 16-14 but was topped by the Lady Wolfpack in the
last three games, 13-15, 8-15, and 13-15.
In another ACC battle, Clemson downed Wake
Forest 15-12, 15-10, 15-9. According to Wessel, the Lady
Tigers played well both offensively and defensively. "We
dominated play totally," she said. "I think our offensive
attack is finally coming around."
On Nov. 3, Clemson won in tri-match competition
with the College of Charleston and South Carolina.
In the Lady spikers' first match, Charleston proved to
be a great challenge, but was downed 15-9, 15-13, and
17-15. 'They had just beaten USC in a tough previous
match," Wessel said, "and they came out and took it to
us."
Clemson went on to beat South Carolina in an easy
win, 15-7 and 15-12. "We've played them four times this
year and beat them in all four matches," Wessel said. "I
don't mean barely; we've killed them every time."
The Lady Tigers complete regular season play this
weekend in the George Washington Classic in
Washington, D.C.
Wessel is optimistic about her team's chances in the
tourney. "We should win it because there's not one team
there stronger than us," she said.

MULLIGAN'S
MUSIC HALL
(HIGHWAY 93
NEXT TO INGLE'S)

"THE NEW KID
IN TOWN"
HAPPY HOUR-THURSDAY,
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
6-8 P.M. NO COVER
99* PITCHERS OF BUDWEISER
PLUS SPECIAL PRICES ON
ALL DRINKS AND BEERS
TONIGHT

"TOUCH"

BUD PITCHERS AND
BAR DRINKS ONLY $1.25
NEXT THURSDAY
A&M RECORDING ARTISTS

"HEAD EAST"

NOW PIZZA HUT
DELIVERS THE GOODS.
FREE.
Introducing fast, free delivery service from the Pizza. Hut®
restaurant in Clemson.
Just phone in your order and well bring you a piping hot,
fresh Piwa Hut® Pizza.
Delivery is free. The service is speedy. And the pizza, is perfect.
Try our new delivery service. It's as good as our pizza).
Delivery hours: 4 P.M.—1 A.M. Sun. —Thurs.
4 P.M.-2 A.M. Fri.es? Sat.
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Swim teams hold intrasquad meet
The men's and women's swimming teams opened the season with
the Orange and White intrasquad
meet in Fike Natatorium Tuesday
night. "We found out what we were
looking for," coach Bob Boettner
said. 'We needed to see how the
freshmen could swim, and they did
a very good job."
The White team, with the
dominating men's freestylers, Scott
Newkirk, Jeff Poland, Jeff
Stachelek, and David Upp, won the
scrimmage scoring 108 points to the
Orange's 100.
As the season draws to a close,
many of us are making one final
attempt to achieve respectability.

The Tiger
Picks
A particular group, the St.
Louis Seven, has returned from its
mission of mercy to break the
football world into pieces.
The girls, Sha (let's go to
Washington) Sifford, Jennifer
(fruit punch) Lloyd, Mary (but I
want to lose) Shveima, and Cindy
(I need a longer shirt) Powell bring
back virtue to the picks' staff.
The guys, Kavin (I adore
Wisconsin girls and Rocky
Horror) Taylor, Robert (a pillow
or nothing) Miller, and Jim (a
statue, a glass, a pain in the . . .
foot) Gilstrap all brought back
some nice surprises also.
Look out, Blair, we're coming
after you.

The solo duo winner, Stachelek,
a freshman from Chicago, came out
on top in the 50-yard freestyle and
the 100-yard freestyle. Returnee Ed
Jolley, a junior for the Orange team
also won both of the diving events.
For the lady swimmers, Callie
Emery had an outstanding swim in
the 100-yard freestyle. Robin
Zubeck, Dana Zonnevylle, Carolyn
Hodge, and Sue Flynn swam well
for the women, according to
Boettner, and the freshman class
had a strong performance.

THE GAMES
Clemson at Maryland
Washington at Arizona State
Duke at NC State
Missouri at Oklahoma
Penn State at Notre Dame
Tennessee at Mississippi
Navy at South Carolina
Georgia at Auburn
LSU at Mississippi State
UCLA at Stanford

Jennifer Lloyd
copy editor
(48-32)
Maryland
Washington
NC State
Oklahoma
Penn State
Ole Miss
Navy
Georgia
LSU
Stanford

Robert Miller
ad manager
(48-32)
Maryland
Arizona State
NC State
Oklahoma
Penn State
Ole Miss
South Carolina
Georgia
LSU
UCLA

Scoreboard

"Well really find out about the
girls when we go against Virginia on
Nov. 19," Boettner said.
Friday in the season opener, the
men's team will challenge The
Citadel at 6 p.m. in Fike Natatorium. The team's first conference
performance will be against
Georgia Tech Nov. 17.
The women will first see conference action against Virginia.
"Our program's moving up every
year," Boettner said. "Both teams
have good tough schedules."

Blair Palese
assistant news editor
(56-24)
Maryland
Arizona State
Duke
Oklahoma
Notre Dame
Tennessee
South Carolina
Georgia
LSU
UCLA

Jim Gilstrap
sports editor
(53-27)
Clemson
Arizona State
NC State
Oklahoma
Penn State
Ole Miss
South Carolina
Georgia
LSU
UCLA

Armand Smth
circulation manager
(48-32)
Clemson
Washington
NC State
Missouri
Penn State
Tennessee
South Carolina
Georgia
LSU
Stanford

Nov. 4 through Nov. 10
Football
Clemson, 16; North Carolina, 13
Soccer
Clemson, 1; Virginia, 0
Clemson, 3; Maryland, 0
Clemson, 3; Furman, 0
Women's
Clemson,
Clemson,
Clemson,

Karen Reynolds
business manager
(47-33)
Clemson
Washington
NC State
Oklahoma
Penn State
Old Miss
Navy
Georgia
Miss State
UCLA

Women's Basketball
White, 64; Orange, 63
Volleyball
Clemson, 15; Maryland, 6
Clemson, 15; Maryland, 9
Clemson, 15; Maryland, 9

Tennis
9; Rollins, 0
5; Miami, Fla., 4
7; Georgia, 2

Mark Bailey
photo editor
(52-28)
Maryland
Arizona State
NC State
Oklahoma
Penn State
Tennessee
Navy
Georgia
LSU
UCLA

Keith Mattison
associate editor
(52-28)
Clemson
Washington
NC State
Oklahoma
Penn State
Tennessee
Navy
Georgia
LSU
Stanford

Men's Basketball
Clemson, 69; Athletes in Action, 66
Blue, 74; Orange, 68

Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor
(45-35)
Maryland
Arizona State
NC State
Oklahoma
Notre Dame
Ole Miss
Navy
Georgia
LSU
Stanford

Sha Sifford
managing editor
(50-30)
Clemson
Arizona State
Duke
Oklahoma
Notre Dame
Ole Miss
Navy
Georgia
LSU
Stanford

Betsy Russell
news editor
(44-36)
Clemson
Arizona State
NC State
Missouri
Notre Dame
Tennessee
Navy
Georgia
LSU
UCLA

Cindy Powell
editor in chief
(48-32)
Clemson
Arizona State
NC State
Oklahoma
Penn State
Ole Miss
South Carolina
Georgia
Miss State
Stanford

Mary Shveima
features editor
(42-38)
Clemson
Washington
Duke
Oklahoma
Notre Dame
Tennessee
Navy
Georgia
LSU
UCLA
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WEDNESDAY
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THURSDAY
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